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Area E.F1 at the site of Polis-tis-Chrysochous on Cyprus 

W. Caraher and R. Scott Moore 

 

Introduction 

In 1988 and 1989, the Princeton Cyprus Expedition excavated three trenches in the area 
designated as E.F1 in the Princeton grid. The site of E.F1 sits approximately 100 m to the 
northeast of the South Basilica which stands in an area designated as E.F2 (Caraher et al. 2019) 
and 75 m to the west of E.G0 where another basilica stood as well as substantial earlier and later 
remains (Papalexandrou et al. City of Gold). The site itself is immediately to the east of the 
modern road departing the village of Polis for the nearby beach and camping area on 
Chrysochous Bay. The three trenches excavated at E.F1 revealed part of a Late Roman building 
without evident earlier or later phases and focused on attempting to understand the arrangement 
and sequence of a series walls arranged roughly east-west and north-south through the area.  

While this work did not reveal the function of the site, it, nevertheless, can contribute to a 
number of ongoing debates concerning material culture, architecture, and settlement on Cyprus 
during Late Antiquity (Papacostas 1999; Metcalf 2009; Davis 2014; Rautman 2014; Zavagno 
2018; Caraher and Moore 2019). Recent research at sites across the island has complicated the 
traditional narrative of Late Antiquity on Cyprus being a period of decline and large-scale 
political, social, and economic dislocation. Our work at E.F1 will contribute to this ongoing 
reassessment of the 6th and 7th centuries by, first, presenting the phasing and chronology of 
architectural remains at E.F1. Second, our study of these excavations included the analysis of a 
substantial assemblage of Roman and Late Roman pottery which will contribute to the growing 
body of known ceramic types and their chronological distribution across the western part of 
Cyprus. Moreover, our analysis of this material allows us to propose a refined chronology for 
assemblages excavated elsewhere at the site of Polis. The greater chronological resolution 
provides a more refined context for understanding the changes that took place over the course of 
Late Antiquity at the site of Polis and in Western Cyprus more broadly.  

The western part of Cyprus has been particularly central to these discussions. The site of Ay. 
Georgios, west of Paphos, may have served as a major stopover for the annona fleets on the way 
from Alexandria to Constantinople and appears to have experienced decline in the early-7th 
century with disruptions to the Egyptian grain supply (Bakirtzis 1995). The Akamas peninsula 
and the small harbor of Kioni likewise seemed to experience decline and settlement contraction 
at this time (Zavagno 2017, p. 124; Fejfer 1996, 83). Scholars have worked to unpack the fate of 
Paphos in the 7th century with interpretations ranging from Peter Megaw’s assertion that Paphos 
endured the disruptions of an Arab garrison in the 7th and 8th centuries (Megaw 1988) to more 
moderate views which emphasized the ongoing commercial activity at the city (Metcalf (2013a). 
North of Polis, the city of Soloi likewise preserved evidence for disruption and continuity with a 
well-known inscription recording the destruction and subsequent the repair to the basilica there 
(citation). Finally, our work at E.F1 in conjunction with the already-published study of the South 
Basilica suggests that the sixth to early eighth centuries saw changes to the urban fabric of the 
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city and the material culture of the community, but also the persistence of long-standing 
economic relationships and priorities.  

Several survey and regional level projects in Western Cyprus have likewise contributed to our 
understanding of the economic and settlement history of the region in Late Antiquity. A survey 
of the neighboring Akamas Peninsula by the Danes in the 1990s revealed a landscape that 
expanded during Late Antiquity and enjoyed prosperity into the sixth and continued activities 
into the late seventh and even eighth century at the coastal site of Ay. Kononas (Fejfer 1995; 
Gabrieli 2000). The Canadian Palaepaphos Survey Project identified a similar pattern of a peak 
in settlement in the mid-sixth century with some evidence for activities in the seventh century in 
the region west of Paphos, which presumably stood as the economic and political center for the 
region. More recently, the Troodos Archaeological and Environmental Survey Project has sought 
to analyze both rural production sites and their relationship to one another (as well as the urban 
center of Soloi). It seems probable that the area associated with Skouriotissa mines in the TAESP 
survey area was closely bound to the city of Soloi through which the mines output flowed. At the 
same time, the requirements of copper mining activity in the region drew heavily on local 
agricultural resources which likely contributed to certain decentralized pattern of exchange 
between rural production sites and the mining centers (Winther-Jacobsen 2022). An inscription 
commemorating the reconstruction of the Soloi’s basilica style church provides a window into 
the region’s response to the mid-seventh century Arab raids. The church’s reconstruction testifies 
to the resilience of Late Antique Cypriot communities. The continued production of distinctive 
cooking pots at the site of Dhiorios in western Cyprus into the eighth century further confirms 
that both production sites and markets (as well as distribution networks) continued to function 
despite the mid-seventh century disruptions. The continuity present at the site of Polis appears to 
parallel larger patterns in Western Cyprus and contribute to ongoing efforts to recognize the 
resilience of Cypriot communities amid the disruptions of the seventh century. 

Situation of the Site 

The buildings at E.F1 and E.F2 as well as the neighboring area of E.G0 occupied the northern 
edge of the marine terrace on which the ancient city stood. While the exact date of basilica-style 
church at E.G0 remains unclear, although it clearly had a Late Antique phase, both E.F1 and the 
area E.F2 witnessed new construction in the sixth century. E.F2 witnessed the construction of the 
South Basilica (Caraher et al. 2019), and E.F1 saw the new construction of the buildings under 
study in this volume. The location of the building in areas E.F1, E.F2, and E.G0 not only made 
these buildings visible from the coast, but they also presumably stood along roads passing from 
the coast to the urban center. The presence of burials dating to the late seventh century or early-
eighth century, and later, at both churches suggests that these buildings were outside of the 
densest area of settlement and outside any city wall, if such a structure existed at this point in the 
history of the city (Baker and Papalexandrou 2012, Papalexandrou et al. 2021). The area of E.F1 
stood in a shallow depression on a narrow isthmus of a promontory that projected northward into 
the coast plain below. The modern hospital for the village occupies this promontory today. The 
1890 map in Tubbs and Monroe mark the hospital outcropping as a “heap of slag,” which was 
likely ancient and may have influenced the modern shape of this promontory (Tubbs and Monroe 
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1890 reproduced in Smith 2012, fig. 10). 

The same topography that gave these areas such prominent locations along the northern edge of 
the city also contributed to the need to manage the flow of water from the city. The South 
Basilica which stood astride a substantial drainage featured an extensive network of water 
channels and drains designed, in part, to route water around the basilica and to prevent water 
from pooling around the church’s foundations and its upslope, southern wall (Caraher et al. 
2019). Similar concerns for the flow of water may have led to the addition of a drain designed to 
carry water beneath the second phase structure at EF1. It is also possible that the location of the 
site made it particularly suitable to consume or harness water as a source of kinetic energy or for 
various industrial activities.  

Both E.F1 and E.F2 featured new construction and in later phases, adapted these buildings to 
drainage issues. Moreover, both areas saw the appearance of burials in the later phases of use. 
The South basilica at E.F2 and as yet unstudied basilica at E.G0 reflect a renewed effort to 
monumentalize the northern edge of the city. In contrast, the building at E.F1 lacks the same 
monumentality, but contributes to the broader discussion of urban change in Late Antique 
Cyprus. 

The Organization of This Report 

The following report is divided into three section. The first section presents the architecture 
present at E.F1 and its relative chronology for the features at the site. The second section is a 
detailed analysis of the phases and stratigraphy of the site. The final section of the report is a 
discussion of the key ceramic types present in E.F1 and a catalogue of artifacts. 
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1. The Architecture 

The site of E.F1 experienced four phases of activity which all date to the sixth and seventh 
centuries. The architecture provides the most conspicuous evidence for the phases of activity in 
the area and the following section will emphasize the relative chronology of the various 
architectural phases. Because each subsequent phase of construction overbuilt and disturbed 
earlier phases at the site there are very few secure deposits associated with construction or use. 
Moreover, efforts to repair and reinforce the Phase 2 building in Phase 3 made it impossible to 
discern clearly construction deposits with Phase 2 or to disentangle Phase 2 destruction debris 
from Phase 3. As a result, the following architectural phasing is separate from our effort to 
unpack the stratigraphy and remains of depositional events. What is more clear is that a burial 
dated by a lead seal to the very end of the seventh century or the early eighth century marks the 
end of major activity in the area (Karagiorgou 2016).  

Late Roman Phase 1 

The initial phase of the building consists of six walls which define a hallway and part of a large 
room. The foundation of a Wall 7/8 stand to the west of Wall 4 and this wall might have been 
interrupted by a now lost doorway providing access to a northern room. Unfortunately, this wall 
only stands at the foundation level. The main feature of the first phase of the site is a hallway 
formed by Wall 4 and Wall 5. This hallway was entered through a carefully cut doorjamb and 
threshold with a door that opened to the west in Wall 6. A second door, in Wall 4, opened to the 
north with a similar doorjamb and likely provided access to a large room to the north of hallway. 
A north-south wall (Wall 9) extended from the north wall (Wall 4) of the hallway approximately 
6 m to the east of the west door. This wall likely served as the east wall of this large room (Wall 
9). A floor surface (E.F1:Q05.1989,L501) and the threshold of the west door 
(E.F1:Q06:1989,L24) stood at nearly identical levels (for L501 ~17.2 for L24 ~17.15). The 
assemblage associated with the Wall 9 floor produced a scrappy lot of Late Roman pottery that 
included both domestic wares (cooking pots, utility wares, and tables wares) as well as roof tiles 
in one of the very few secure deposits at the site.  

Wall 9 in Phase 1 is approximately .5 m wide and made of rounded river stones. There is no 
evidence of courses and very little evidence for preserved mortar. It seems likely that the 
remaining courses of this wall are the foundation and this would be consistent with the rounded 
stones used for foundations elsewhere on the site. In contrast Walls 4 and 5 have a more formal 
appearance and include cut stones presumably reused from earlier buildings nearby. Only the 
face of Wall 4 is visible, and it reveals that the blocks are arranged in a rather haphazard way 
without regard to courses and with smaller stones being used throughout as chinking. The 
preserved door jambs in Wall 4 and for the west door are well made. The door in Wall 4 opened 
to the north. The wear marks on the threshold of the west door indicated that it opened to the 
west.  

At slightly later time the doorways through Wall 4 and Wall 6 were filled with rubble and the 
easternmost section of Wall 7/8 may have been used as a buttress to support Wall 6. It may also 
be that the wall thinking associated with the southern side of Wall 4 dates to this phase. It is 
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tempting to see the fill in the doorways in Wall 4 and Wall 6 as coming from the thoroughly 
robbed sections of Wall 7/8. This wall stands on or very close to the bedrock. 

Late Roman Phase 2 

The second phase present in this area consisted of three walls of another large room that 
disturbed and overran the room on Phase 1. The most significant feature associated with this 
phase was the construction of three new walls which defined the north (Wall 14), west (Wall 1), 
and east (Wall 3) walls of the room. There is a threshold with a visible pivot cut in Wall 14 
immediately to the west of Wall 9. This stone is higher than the highest course of Wall 9 and 
almost a meter higher than the threshold of the north door (17.96 m for the Wall 14 threshold and 
17.15 m for the north door threshold).  

Despite the construction of the new room that blocked the hallway between Wall 4 and 5, these 
walls may have continued to be at least partly visible throughout this period. The area between 
the walls to the east of Wall 1 appears to have served as a preparation area for the construction of 
Wall 1. It is also tempting to see the activities in this area as associated with the robbing out of 
the eastern part of Wall 4 and the southern section of Wall 9. This space features a use surface 
characterized by chips of limestone and terracotta (at the bottom of E.F1:R05.1988.L18P2) on a 
coarse lime surface. This surface was significantly (.70 m) higher than the threshold of the door 
in Wall 6. Despite this elevation difference, the west part of the hallway also received a shallow 
pebble floor approximately 0.30-0.40 m higher than the west door threshold 
(E.F2:Q06.1989.L24,P1). This loosely packed pebble flooring extended both to the west 
(E.F2:Q06.1989.L18) and east (E.F2:Q06.1989.L19) of the threshold. It may be that the section 
of the Phase 1 structure to the east of Wall 1 remained standing even after the Phase 2 building 
interrupted the hallway. It is possible to imagine that the walled up Phase 1 doorway transformed 
the hallway into that remained in use during Phase 2. 

This phase also featured two drains. A covered channel runs north-south to the east of the line of 
Wall 9. The installation of this channel, which continued through a hole in Wall 14, involved the 
removal of the eastern end of Wall 4 and Wall 5 and the leveling of Wall 9. Another covered 
channel curls from the east to the north from Wall 5 to Wall 1. It is possible that this channel 
continues through Wall 1 and is, as a result, contemporary with Wall 1. It is similar in design and 
size to the channel in Wall 14. This channel could join with the channel that flows through Wall 
14, but excavations in 1988 did not reach the level of this channel. In the end the relationship 
between these two channels remains unclear. 

The Phase 2 walls are built at obviously higher elevation than the Phase 1 walls and using a 
significantly different technique. Wall 1 appears to follow the course of what may be an earlier 
wall which either terminates atop Wall 5 in the southern scarp of the trench. This wall is 1.25 m 
thick and constructed of large cut blocks with a rubble core. This section of wall stops at the line 
of Wall 5 which indicates that it either overruns Wall 5 or Wall 5 made use of this section of wall 
for its course.  

Wall 1 and Wall 3 make extensive use of chinking around both field stones and larger blocks 
presumably reused from earlier nearby buildings. The stones appear sorted into courses with 
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rows of smaller stones appearing between levels of larger stones. A coarse grey mortar with large 
black pebbles is common. Tile and smaller stones also serve as chinking throughout. Wall 14 is 
less visible and less well preserved, but it appears the same as Wall 1 and 3. 

Late Roman Phase 3 

At some point after building of the room in Phase 2, a series of wall thickening and buttresses 
were added to the structure. Both the east (Wall 3) and west (Wall 1) walls received buttresses 
that extended below their lower courses. The west wall (Wall 1) saw substantial wall thickening 
on its west side and the join with the north wall was also thickened indicating that both walls 
were standing at the same time. Wall 11, which abuts the north wall (Wall 2) cuts through the 
floor associated with Wall 9. It may be at this point what appears to be a platform was installed 
along the course of Wall 1. A similar wall thickening cut through the surface associated with 
Late Roman Phase 2 between Walls 4 and to the east of Wall 1 (E.F1:R05.1988.L38). A buttress 
was also added that encroached upon the north side of the west door) indicating that the west 
door was closed prior to this phase The presence of green-grey clay amid the stones that filled in 
this door may be similar to the water proof clay that was used in an effort to seal the foundation 
of the South Basilica in its second phase (Caraher et al. 2019). Like the buttresses elsewhere at 
E.F1 and associated with the South Basilica this level extended below the lowest courses of the 
wall.  

The buttress and wall thickening have a similar appearance and consist primarily of rounded 
river stones. They show little of sign of coursing and only rarely preserve evidence for a coarse 
grey mortar. The platform associated with the western end of Wall 4, reuses several cut blocks 
presumably from earlier buildings in the area. 

The area produced some evidence for tile falls (E.F1:R05.1988.Level 15 and 
E.F1:Q06.1989.Level 21) which likely marked the end of the building in this or a previous 
phase.  

Final Phase 

The final phase of Late Antique activity at the area of EF1 involved a burial of a 25-30 year old 
woman. The single grave appears to respect the line of the Phase 2 wall (Wall 1). More 
importantly, the burial includes a lead seal likely associated with some document that was 
included with the deceased apparently as a grave good. The seal features an eagle with 
outstretched wings on the obverse and the name of the Stephanos on the reverse. Olga 
Karagiorgou has dated sealing to the late-7thcentury on stylistic grounds and associated the seal 
with an illustrios named Stephanos who produced several earlier sealings found on the island 
(Karagiorgou 2016). The appearance of seals with secular figures on them in burials is unusual 
on Cyprus and suggests that the associated document had significance for the deceased. The 
presence of such an unusual artifact and, presumably, document in a burial presents certain 
ambiguities in interpretation. On the one hand, it indicates that she or her family had certain ties 
to the elite. Illustrioi were local nobles who up until the last decades of the 7th century played a 
key role in governing the island (Metcalf 2009, 72). It may be that this unusual situation of a 
burial with a document of this kind suggests that perhaps the family of the deceased took pains to 
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reinforce this relationship to both the living and the dead. Another seal of roughly the same date 
and naming the well-attested, late 7th-early 8th c. bishop Epiphanios II appears in fill that post-
dates the burial (E.F1:R05.1988.L18). 

The burial itself is also unusual in that it is not well oriented and is seemingly the only burial that 
encroaches on the EF1 area. It is, in turn, covered by a level that seems to overrun the entire 
context (E.F1:R05.1988.L18). It seems likely that the burial compromised E.F1:R05.L32 which 
is to the south of Wall 5 as well. 

 

2. The Site in its Urban Context  

The function of this installation remains unclear. The original excavators argued for an industrial 
function to the buildings owing largely to the abundance of slag found in the western half of the 
area, the presence of pot stands and ceramic wasters, and some chipped limestone. We are 
inclined to see the broken terracotta and chipped limestone found on the surface between Wall 4 
and Wall 5 (E.F1:R05.1988.L18P2) as debris associated with the modification of the site either 
at the end of Phase 1 or during the rebuilding of the structure in Phase 2. This material appears 
more likely to be construction debris perhaps associated with the production of mortar and 
chinking for the Phase 2 walls or the construction of Phase 3 buttresses. This surface is among 
the only spaces at the site that preserves a context showing any semblance of a use level 
suggesting that this surface survived the modification of the building during Phase 1 and Phase 2. 

The other industrial debris from the area likely provides a window into activities in this area of 
the city more generally. Early archaeological reports from Polis record an ancient slag heap 
under what is now the hospital. It seems like the ubiquity of slag in the neighborhood and its 
regular use as road bedding might partly account for the presence of slag in trenches on the 
western side of the site (i.e. in trench E.F1:Q06), where it occurs nearly twice as frequently as in 
excavations on the eastern side of the site (E.F1:R05, E.F1:Q05). Slag is particularly common in 
levels dominated by broken tile, cobble, and other debris that we have associated with the 
collapse of the Phase 2/3 building. While it is not impossible that this material reflects the 
smelting of metal in the building, its absence of any other evidence for metal smelting and its 
close association with the modern road bed suggest that this material is either comes from later 
activity in the area or was used in antiquity as fill.  

The other contexts that produced material associated with industrial functions at the site is the 
floor packing associated with Phase 2/3 floor (E.F1:Q05.1989.L501). The presence of ceramic 
wasters and pot stands in this level, of course, do not indicate that there was a ceramic workshop 
or kiln in the room at E.F1, especially since they were likely in floor packing, but it does 
reinforce the likelihood of industrial activities in the general area as industrial waste is unlikely 
to move far from its place or origin and there is a known Roman period kiln in E.F2.  

While the evidence for the industrial function of the preserved architecture at E.F1 remains 
inconclusive, its presence in fills reinforced the industrial role of this general region during the 
Roman period. The nearby area of E.F2, for example, had a Roman period kiln and preserved 
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evidence for other workshops involved, perhaps, in the manufacturing of glass, metallurgy, and 
other industrial activities as early as the Hellenistic period.  

The Roman period contexts also offered glimpses of the urban fabric of the larger city. Along 
with the industrial installations, the presence of hypocaust tiles provide evidence for bathing 
establishments at Arsinoe. The significant quantities of water pipes, both in situ in E.F2 and 
abundantly present in fills in E.F1, most likely represent the local concern with the flow of water 
down the north slope of the city. The significant quantities of imported and local fine wares 
demonstrate that Arsinoe enjoyed economic connections and shared culture with their southern 
neighbor Nea Paphos and the wider Roman East.  

Additional parallels with the cities elsewhere in the Roman East comes in the form of a 
quadrirfrons arch that marks the intersection of two well-constructed roads. The north-south road 
appears to descend the north slope of the city toward the coast and the apparently 
monumentalized arch suggests that, despite the industrial surroundings, this marked a major 
route into the city. These features indicated that the production areas were integrated into the 
urban fabric and probably represented a kind of industrial suburb to the city between the urban 
core and the ancient harbor. Nicolaou has suggested that the harbor stood at the modern coastal 
settlement of Latchi on the basis of large, presumably ancient, cut blocks around the modern 
breakwater (Nicolaou 1966; Leonard 2005, 640-641). Travelers to the city from Latchi, however, 
may have found the northwestern approach to the city too steep and instead continued east along 
the coastal plan before entering the city along its northern edge. It is also possible that the low-
lying coastline immediately north of the city of Polis featured some kind of harbor installations 
as well. The situation of E.F1 and E.F2 along a prominent approach to the city offered practical 
and symbolic significance. The absence of 3rd and 4th century material in E.F1 and E.F2 and the 
presence of a substantial fills datable by 2nd century material suggests that the industrial 
activities in these areas came to an end by the 3rd century. This situation appears consistent with 
the wider context of the third century as a period of economic retrenchment across the island that 
is visible at the nearby sites of Nea Paphos, Soloi, and the Akamas Peninsula (Lund 2015, 26-
28). In fact, the 3rd or 4th century Stadiasmos describes the habor of Polis as deserted (Stad. 309; 
Leonard 2005, 645). The earthquake that devastated Paphos in the mid-4th century surely 
impacted the city of Arsinoe as well. Little material is present even in secondary contexts from 
either E.F1 or E.F2 during these centuries, however. 

It is not until the 6th-century that the areas of E.F1 and E.F2 return to life. This period marks a 
renaissance in this part of the city with the expansion of building into an area seemingly 
abandoned from the 3rd century. The construction of the E.F1 building appears contemporary or 
slightly earlier than the first phase of the South Basilica at E.F2 and the small well-house to its 
east. At E.F2, the status of the quadrafrons arch remains unclear, but the church and the well-
house provided both a monumental entrance to the city as well as an opportunity for refreshment 
for travelers approaching from the coast. The neighboring basilica at the site of E.G0 has not 
received careful study, but there is no reason to think that it should not date to the 6th or 7th 
century on the basis of plan alone. The population of the northern edge of the city with 
monumental architecture reflects both the expansion of the city as well as  
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The architecture in E.F2 and E.F1 reflects trends seen in the ceramic assemblages and represents 
a period of urban expansion and general prosperity. The construction of numerous early 
Christian basilica-style church in both urban centers and the countryside represent the most 
common and accessible measure of this economic revival across the island. The building at E.F1, 
whatever its function, demonstrates that new constructions were not limited to religious 
architecture as we understand from the new secular buildings at Salamis, Amathous, Paphos, and 
elsewhere on the island (see Zavagno 2017, p. 131-144 with refs). Moreover, the basilicas at 
Amathous and Paphos appear to have served as anchors for commercial activities, perhaps 
associated with their function as pilgrimage sites (get citations), and a similar trend may have 
occurred at Polis as well.  

The relationship between the building at E.F1 and the South Basilica district remains uncertain, 
but both buildings show a willingness of communities or owners to rebuild and modify the 
structures over short periods of time. In contrast to the 300 hundred or more years of 
abandonment in these area from the 3rd to 6th century, the rebuilding of the E.F1 building and 
the modifications to the South Basilica over the course of its life, reflects continued access to 
resources necessary to invest in substantial buildings over the course of 6th and into the7th 
century. A similar willingness to rebuild damaged, compromised, or simply outmoded buildings 
after the mid-7th century occurred at Paphos, Salamis, at the E.F2 basilica at Polis, and, most 
famously at the Soloi (Zavagno 2017, p. 75-76 with refs). 

It is particularly notable that the modifications to E.F1 building and the South Basilica both 
involved adapting the building to accommodate the flow of water downslope through the area. 
At the South Basilica, this involves installing a French drain along the south side of the building, 
covering the foundation in waterproof green clay, and adding concrete lips to prevent water 
flowing down into foundation trenches. At E.F1, Phase 2 witnessed the addition of a drain that 
flows north to south under the floor of the room. It may be that both structures stood on 
vulnerable slopes that had not been occupied for centuries. On the other hand, the need to adapt 
these buildings to new hydrological patterns in the area may reflect changes to the urban fabric 
further upslope from these areas. Over the course of the 7th century, however, newly constructed 
buildings often compromised the urban grid by overlapping roads and impinging on existing 
drains and water supplies (get citations). These new constructions changed the hydrology of 
cities in unexpected ways. While it is impossible to prove that changes to the urban grid at Polis 
resulted in different patterns of drainage to which the buildings of E.F1 and E.F2 had to adapt, 
such changes were not uncommon in the Roman and Late Roman Cyprus. In fact, the building of 
the quadrifrons in E.F2 interrupted a drain that ran along the east side of the road requiring the 
installation of a new drain. 
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3. Stratigraphy and Chronology  

The excavations of E.F1 sought to document carefully the various strata present in the area and 
in most cases identified soil color and type as well as the dominant features present in the clast. 
These efforts, however, did not necessarily dictate The excavators, however, were less confident 
in determining the formation processes and since they were unable to establish which level 
preceded another level, they often had multiple strata open simultaneously in a trench. This 
practice increased the risk of contaminating earlier levels with later material even when it is now 
possible to determine the order of deposition (or the broader depositional contexts) for the levels 
in hindsight. In addition to this methodological complication, it is clear that E.F1 witnessed any 
number of post-ancient interventions which ranged from the construction of the modern road to 
various pits and robbing trenches that appear to have been dug into the trench at some point after 
antiquity.  

Because of the complicated formation processes and excavation methods in this area and we 
identified key levels for understanding and dating the phases present in E.F1 in the write-ups 
describing each phase and its abandonment. We have also included brief descriptions of all the 
levels that appear to be predominantly associated with each phase while also acknowledging that 
many of these levels are likely (or even obviously) contaminated with later (and frequently 
modern) material. Thus we elected to group stratigraphically secure levels which are vital to 
dating the various phases at the site with those that are contaminated but nevertheless appear to 
reflect the dominant depositional events that shaped the character of the site.  

 

Phase 1: Summary 

In general, later construction at EF1 compromised levels associated with the earliest phase of 
activity at the site. The main evidence for the first phase of activity comes from a white lime 
surface that extended to the line of Wall 9. A Pepsi can demonstrated that the levels immediately 
above this floor were compromised in recent times (E.F1:Q05.1989.L6). The floor surface 
(E.F1:Q05.1989.L501), however, offered what the excavators considered to be a well-preserved 
deposit, and a deep sounding established both the date for the floor itself. The floor must post-
date Wall 9 as no foundation trenches were visible but it appears that the two are contemporary. 
The floor featured Cypriot Red Slip types 2 (cat. 23, 24) and 11 (cat. 45) which appeared in 
deposits at Paphos no later than the middle of the 6th century. A Late Roman 1C type amphora 
handle with a 7th century date (cat. 97) is the only post-6th century artifact in the level. Since the 
floor deposit does not seem to be associated with use, it seems likely that the amphora sherd is a 
late intrusion perhaps reflecting the tendency of the excavators to under-dig deposits.  

With the floor packing, however, the contexts become more secure. The excavators dug the 
subfloor down to the bedrock in a series of arbitrary levels (E.F1:Q05:L503 and L504). The 
levels produced a remarkably consistent assemblage of ceramics that most likely reflects the 
subfloor packing. The most diagnostic material consisted of Cypriot Red Slip fine ware, 
particularly Form 11 and K1/3 (cat. 29) and Late Roman cooking wares (cat. 43). The fine ware 
dates to before the final quarter of the 6th century representing the latest material in the subfloor 
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packing, and the Late Roman cooking wares, while less chronologically diagnostic, do not 
challenge this date. The packing also included a wide range of earlier material including 
Hellenistic Color-Coated wares (cat. 1, 2) and Roman period material: notable Cypriot Sigillata 
(cat. 12), Eastern Sigillata A (cat. 6, 7), Roman kitchen ware (cat. 74, 77, 79, 80, 81) and 
amphora (cat. 95). While this earlier material clearly predated the first phase of building in this 
area, it represents the common Early Roman package of material in this area of the site and has 
close parallels with the material found below the earliest South Basilica (Caraher et al. 2018, 8-
9). The presence of significant water pipes in the fill may well indicate the importance of 
drainage and water control in the area.  

The only other level that might contribute to the dating of the earliest phase at the site is 
E.F1:Q06.1989 Level 32 which was very close to the bedrock immediately to the east of the 
threshold in Wall 6. The material from this level is perhaps a bit later than the material from 
E.F1:Q05:L503 and 504 and includes CRS11 (cat. 51), CRSK3 (cat. 32), PHW3F (cat. 61) as 
well as Late Roman frying pan handle (cat. 91) and several handles from Late Roman 1 
amphora. Meyza has dated the CRS form K3 from Paphos to no before 680 and this is among the 
latest forms of CRS found in stratified deposits at E.F1. It also produced two fragments of a Late 
Roman Lamp (LA105; cat. 158, 159). The level contains residual Roman period material 
including Cypriot Sigillata (cat. 8) and Roman amphora and kitchen ware sherds common across 
the site.  

Toward the end of Phase 1, in what we have called Phase 1B, the occupants of the building filled 
the doorways in Wall 4 and Wall 6 with rubble and constructed a buttress to support Wall 6 on 
its west side. It may be that the closure of these doors happened contemporary with the robbing 
of Wall 7/8 and the construction of a buttress to support Wall 6. Thus, evidence for this activity 
derives from both the material contained in the door fills and the levels above Wall 7/8 which 
were likely compromised in Phase 1B. The material associated with the filling of the doorways 
was excavated as three separate units: for the door in Wall 4, E.F1:Q06.1989 Level 24 and 25 
and Wall 6, E.F1:Q06 Level 27. It seems like that some of the material excavated from these 
levels was contaminated by the collapse of Phase 1 and perhaps later phases at the site. That said 
there is little material in these levels that would point to a date later than the early 7thcentury. 
The only unusual sherd in the level is a fragment of ARS104A (cat. 18) which dates to the late 
6th or early 7th century. Otherwise the levels produce CRS, Late Roman 1 amphora fragments, 
and a piece of standard Late Roman cooking ware shapes as well as residual ESA, CS, and 
Roman cooking wares. It seems like that the infilling of the doors in Wall 4 and Wall 6 occurred 
in conjunction with the removal of Wall 7/8 which was an extension of Wall 4, but was robbed 
out below the level of the threshold in Wall 4 and Wall 6 presumably while Wall 6 was still 
standing. Material dating to this phase could appear in levels that fall between the lowest level of 
the threshold in Wall 6 and the levels that run over the top of Wall 7/8. It is important to note that 
these levels do not appear to represent single depositional events but likely combine a number of 
events ranging from the construction of Wall 7/8, the robbing of its stones, and events associated 
with the repair or reinforcement of Wall 6. Thus the latest material in levels E.F1:Q06.1989 
Level 21, Level 26, Level 28, Level 30, and Level 31 should date to the Phase 1B or later. The 
material in these units is the standard assemblage of Cypriot Red Slip fine wares (Form 1 [cat. 
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22], Form 2 [cat. 25], Form 5 [cat. 35], Form 6 [cat. 36], Form 8 [cat. 40], Form 11 [cat. 43, 44, 
47 and 48], and various Paphos forms identified by Meyza in Nea Paphos 5 [cat. 28 and 30]), a 
collection of imported Phocaean Ware Form 3 sherds [cat. 60, 63, and 64], and cooking pots 
[cat. 85, 86, 87] and amphoras [cat. 99, 100, 102, 107] consistent with a date no later than the 
middle of the 7th century.  

It is complicated verging on impossible to isolate levels associated with the abandonment and 
destruction of Phase 1. In places, it appear that Phase 2 building reduced the Phase 1 walls in a 
systematic way not only to provide material for the Phase 2 building, but also a level surface for 
floors associated with Phase 2. As a result, Phase 1 use layers witnessed any number of episodes 
of excavation and filling presumably associated with the construction of Phase 2. For example, 
we should presumably associate the robbing of the southern part of Wall 9 and the eastern part of 
Wall 4 should with the abandonment and collapse of the Phase 1 structure, but E.F1:Q05, Level 
6 which over ran the top of the robbed Wall 9 and Wall 4 produced modern material. Similarly, 
E.F1:Q06, Level 15 traces the robbing out of Wall 6 which presumably occurred between the 
abandonment of Phase 1 and the construction of Phase 2, but this level was also contaminated by 
modern material associated with the modern road. Thus, these levels show signs of the 
construction of Phase 2, but they lack stratigraphic coherence. E.F1:Q06 Level 6, Level 18, and 
Level 19 perhaps contain some collapse debris from Phase 1 and Phase 2. 

The most secure levels associated with the collapse and abandonment of Phase 1 appear between 
Wall 4 and Wall 5 to the east of Wall 1. Excavations traced a scatter of limestone chips atop a 
rough terracotta and lime surface. This surface appeared under Phase 2 rubble in E.F1:R05.1988 
Level 18, but preserved a few small patches of packed surface excavated as E.F1:R05.1988 
Level 30 which may well date to the narrow window between Phase 1 and Phase 2, but this 
surface was buried by what must be Phase 2/Phase 3 destruction debris. We arbitrarily assigned 
the level under this surface, E.F1:R05.1988 Level 33, to Phase 1B although if the surface 
excavated as Level 30 is associated with the construction of Phase 2, then this floor packing 
might be as well. ). If we assume that the rubble on the south side of Wall 4 is a buttress installed 
as part of Phase 1B modification, then this buttress may have compromised the working surface 
uncovered in E.F1.R05.1988.L18. Interestingly, the assemblage excavated from beneath the 
work surface of Level 18 (E.F1.R05.1988.L33) and around the rubble wall 
(E.F1.R05.1988.L38) is rather undiagnostic and small, and produced only a handful of pottery 
dated to Late Antiquity - CRS and Late Roman kitchen ware sherds.  

 

Phase 1A: Stratigraphy, Features, and Finds 

E.F1:Q05.1989 

Summary: This level is the floor surface associated with Phase 1 at the site. 

Level 501 

This level is to the west of Wall 9. It represents the removal of the floor beneath Level 6, Pass 2. 
The soil under the floor is dark-green clay and there is a clear stratigraphic change between the 
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floor surface (light tan to white and very limey) and the underlying dark green soil. The 
stratigraphic break between the floor and the floor packing is not clearly demarcated here. The 
stones of “Wall 15” were also left in place. As the pass continues it produces more gravel and it 
is evident that this area is at bedrock.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: MSLAG, Ancient-Historic amphora (cat. 93), Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-
Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic 
Color Coated, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Hellenistic-Roman medium coarse ware, Roman 
amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware (cat. 112), 
Roman tile (cat. 125), Late Roman 1 amphora (cat. 97, 98), Late Roman amphora , CRS (cat. 
20), CRS11 (cat. 45), CRS2 (cat. 23, 24), Late Roman kitchen ware, Marble revetment, plaster 

 
Inventoried Finds: This level also produced bone and shell fragments, a bronze needle 
(BR202), glass fragment (GL724), slag (SL1300, SL1478), metal fragments (IL383), pot stands 
(MC124), a sherd painted with a dipinto (IN2), and bones and shell (BI13116, BI167). 

Level 502 

Summary: This level is the same as Level 503 and 504 and associated with Phase 1 at the site. 

This is the level under 501 but to the east of Wall 9. It is green-brown clay like soil with some 
patchy blackish areas. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Iron Age, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile (cat. 124), Hellenistic Black Glazed 
ware (cat. 4, 5), FWH, MCH, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Hellenistic-Roman medium 
coarse ware, Iron Age medium coarse, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen 
ware (cat. 75, 76), Roman medium coarse ware (cat. 113), Roman tile, CRS, CRS11 (cat. 46), 
Cypriot Sigillata, Late Roman kitchen ware (cat. 84), PHW3 (cat. 58). 
Inventoried Finds: This level also produced a hypocaust tile (AT13), glass fragments (GL725), 
slag (SL1302), an unfinished stone bead (ST1112), and bone and shell (BI13117, BI168). 

Level 503 

Summary: This level is the same as Level 502 and 504 and associated with Phase 1 at the site. 

This level is also under 501, but to the west of Wall 9. The soils here are mottled greenish, 
reddish and light grey with clay patches.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Iron Age, Early Roman, Roman, Late 
Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, FWH, Hellenistic Color Coated, 
MCH, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, FWIA, Iron Age medium coarse, Roman amphora (cat. 
95), Roman coarse ware (cat. 79, 80, 81), Roman kitchen ware, Roman frying pan, Roman 
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medium coarse ware, Roman tile, Roman water pipe, Cypriot Sigillata, ESA (cat. 6), Late 
Roman amphora , CRS11, CRSK1/3, Late Roman kitchen ware (cat. 90), plaster. 
Inventoried Finds: This level also included two illegible bronze coins (NM616, NM617), two 
nails (IL390, IL391), glass fragments (GL726), bone and shell fragments (BI169, BI13119), and 
a stone bowl (ST96). 

Level 504 

Summary: This level is the same as Level 502 and 503 and associated with Phase 1 at the site. 

This level is under 503 and involves the floor fills closest to bedrock. There are a few patches of 
clay, but the rest of the soils are either greenish-gray or yellow-brown. As the soils got closer to 
the bedrock, it is red-brown in color. Cultural material is not being found in high quantities. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Early Roman, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, 
Early Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Cypriot Sigillata26, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse 
ware, Ancient-Historic tile, FWH, Hellenistic Color Coated, Hellenistic-Early Roman fine ware, 
Hellenistic-Early Roman medium coarse ware, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Hellenistic-
Roman medium coarse ware, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse 
ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Roman water pipe, Cypriot Sigillata, Cypriot Sigillata22, ESA, 
CRS. 
Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1347), a bronze nail (BR207), an illegible 
bronze coin (NM620), glass fragments (GL780), and bone fragments (BI13120).  

 

E.F1:Q06.1989 

Level 32 

Summary: This is the lowest level in the west side of the trench and should date to no later than 
Wall 7/8. In effect, the material in this level is a terminus post quem for Wall 7/8 which is earlier 
or contemporary with Wall 6, Wall 4, Wall 5, and probably Wall 9 in Phase 1. 

This is the level below Level 31, Pass 1 as this area approaches bedrock. This level shows that 
some of the slag was used as floor packing directly on the bedrock and Wall 7/8 were likely part 
of the same wall and there was likely an opening between the two sections which were built 
directly on the bedrock. The western section of this wall (Wall 7) appears to be two phases: an 
earlier phase which might include a flat ashlar stone as a threshold and a later phase which 
involved turning the course of this wall into a buttress to support Wall 6.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: LRL, Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic amphora, 
Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, 
AMHRO, Roman amphora, ARS, Roman coarse ware, Late Roman frying pan, Roman kitchen 
ware, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata (cat. 8), Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman amphora , 
CRS, CRS11 (cat. 51), CRS2, CRSk3 (cat. 32), Late Roman kitchen ware (cat. 78, 88, 91), 
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PHW, PHW3 (cat. 61). 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1337), a bronze coin (NM604), an iron nail 
(IL458), glass (GL862), bone (BI12794 and BI12796) as well as lamp fragments (LA105) and a 
stamped ceramic sherd (PO167)   

 

Phase 1B: Stratigraphy and Finds 

E.F1:R05.1988 

Level 33 

Summary: This is level is associated most likely with either the abandonment of Phase 1 or the 
construction of Phase 2. 

Pass 1 

This level is the removal of the terracotta and lime level revealed beneath Level 18 and situated 
between Wall 4 and Wall 5. The soil underneath is yellow-brown clay. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, Roman 
amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware, plaster 

Pass 2 

This pass identified ten holes 5-10 cm in diameter filled with dark brown earth along the north 
side of the level. It is unclear whether these were natural or human made. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Classical, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, BGC, Roman amphora, Roman amphora, Roman medium coarse ware, CRS, Late 
Roman kitchen ware 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced glass (GL516), an iron nail (IL299), slag (SL1071), 
and a blue stone bowl (ST79). 

 

E.F1:Q06.1989 

Level 24 

Summary: This level is associated with the activities that took place during Phase 1 that 
included the walling up of the door ways in Wall 3 and Wall 6. It should be more or less the 
same as Level 25.  

This pass is the removing of the soil and packing stones in the blocked doorway of Wall 6 
(which is called Wall 3 in the E.F1:Q06.1989 notebooks). The distinction between the various 
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areas of soil associated with the packing is unclear. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Early Roman, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, 
Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, FWH, Hellenistic-Early Roman fine ware, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman 
amphora, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Late Roman 1 amphora, 
ARS104 (cat. 18), CRS, Late Roman kitchen ware, marble revetment. 
Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1339), glass (GL751) and bone and shell 
fragments (BI12788, BI207). 

Level 25 

Summary: This level is associated with the activities that took place during Phase 1 that 
included the walling up of the door ways in Wall 3 and Wall 6. 

Pass 1 

The work to unblock the doorway in Wall 3 (which is called Wall 3 in the E.F1:Q06.1989 
notebooks) has revealed a door jamb on the east side of the doorway. This doorway is under 
Level 13, Pass 3. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Early Roman, Roman 
Wares: BMUD, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-
Historic tile, Roman kitchen ware, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, ESA 

Pass 2 

It was decided to take the doorway down to the level of Level 19, Pass 2 to see if the doorjamb 
extends further down. The fill produced bone fragments and mudbrick. This mudbrick appears to 
be part of the reddish-brown soil noted in Level 13, Pass 1. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman tile, Late Roman 1 amphora 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1340, SL1342), glass (GL755 and GL752) 
and bone (BI12789 and BI12791) as well as a wood fragment (WO16).  

Level 26 

Summary: This level is below the threshold in Wall 6 in elevation and presumably represented 
levels deposited after the robbing of Wall 7/8 but while the doorway in Wall 6 remained in use. 
It is likely contaminated by collapse debris from Phase 1 as well. 

This level is a sounding which removed the soil that had previously been excavated as Level 21, 
Pass and Level 22, Pass 1. This level cuts through the slag deposit previously called Level 22, 
Pass 1. This area is producing slag and cobbles. In the northeast portion of this level, there is an 
area of yellow clay-like soil that is free of slag. To the west of this there is an area of darker 
brown soil and slag. It is unclear whether the area of yellow clay-like soil continues under the 
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level of darker brown soil. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Early Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: CRSH1/K1, Ancient-Historic lamp, Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-
Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, MCH, 
Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Hellenistic-Roman medium coarse ware, Roman amphora, 
Roman coarse ware, Late Roman kitchen ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman kitchen ware, 
Roman medium coarse ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile, CRS6 (cat. 36), Cypriot 
Sigillata (cat. 11), Hellenistic Color Coated, Late Roman 3 amphora (cat. 107), CRS, CRS11, 
CRS2, CRSK1, CRSK1/3, CRSK3, Late Roman kitchen ware (cat. 104), Late Roman medium 
coarse ware, PHW2 (cat. 56), PHW3 (cat. 63), PHW7 (cat. 66) 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1333), metal fragments (BR206, IL399, 
IL400, IL402, IL413, and nails (IL397, IL401), glass (GL754), bone and shell (BI12790, BI209) 
as well as lamp fragments (LA88, LA89, LA90) and a stone bowl (ST101). 

Level 27 

Summary: This level should be associated with the very latest activity associated with Phase 1 
alongside the reinforcing of Wall 7 as a buttress for this wall. 

This level removes the blocking in the doorway of Wall 6. The fill consists of large architectural 
stones and fist sized cobbles. The fill also includes several decorated pithos fragments and a 
large pithos rim. The fill is removed to the level of left in the area south of this wall at the end of 
the 1988 season (e.g. Level 38 and 33 in E.F1:R05.1988). 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, 
Roman pithos, Roman tile, Late Roman amphora  

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1341), a stone tessera (MO113), glass 
(GL753), and bone (BI208). 

Level 28 

Summary: This level is above the highest levels of what we designate Wall 7/8. It appears to be 
fill that post-dates the robbing of Wall 7/8 but may not date as late as PHASE 2. 

This level is below Level 26, Pass 1. It begins by removing the cobble from the cobbly areas 
noted in Level 26. As this pass is completed, the looser yellow-brown soil appears more 
frequently, but sometimes lacks the pebbly inclusions. This level also revealed what might be a 
buttress or pier joining Wall 6. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Roman, Early Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic-Roman lamp, TIH, Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, 
Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, 
FWH, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, 
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Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata (cat. 14), Late Roman 1 amphora (cat. 99, 100, 102), Late Roman 
amphora , CRS, CRS1 (cat. 22), CRS11 (cat. 47, 48), CRS2 (cat. 25), CRS5 (cat. 35), CRSK1 
(cat. 27), CRSK1/3 (cat. 28, 30), Late Roman kitchen ware (cat. 85, 86. 87), PHW3 (cat. 60, 
64), Late Roman tile 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1334), metal fragment (IL420) and nail 
(IL419), glass (GL756), bone and shell (BI12792 and BI210) as well as a lamp fragment 
(LA138). 

Level 30 

Summary: This is probably the same as Level 31, Pass 1 and post-dates the destruction of Wall 
7/8. 

This level is immediately beneath Level 28, Pass 1. This pass is revealing the yellow-brown soils 
noted in Level 28, Pass 1 and Level 26. The soil on the southern side of this level is more grey-
green, clay with chunks of what appear to be floor or wall plaster. In the northwest corner the 
soil continues to be yellow-brown.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman, 
Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Black Glazed ware, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen 
ware, Roman amphora, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman water pipe, Cypriot Sigillata (cat. 
10), Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman amphora , CRS, CRS11, CRS2, CRSK3, Late Roman 
kitchen ware, Unworked stone 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1335, SL1343), an iron nail (IL421), glass 
(GL757), bone and shell (BI12793, BI256), wall plaster (AM9), and two bronze coils (NM627, 
NM628). 

Level 31 

Summary: This is almost certainly later than the lowest remaining courses of Wall 7/8 because 
either the excavator missed foundation cuts necessary for the construction of Wall 7/8 on 
bedrock or it is the same as Level 30, Pass 1 which runs over top of the wall. In other words, this 
post-dates the destruction of Wall 7/8 which we have tentatively dated to PHASE 1.   

This level is producing soils that are basically the same as Level 30, Pass 1, but there seems to be 
few cobbles in the northwest corner of the trench, but as the cobbles are removed the soil is 
becoming moderately loose yellow-brown soil. A concentration of slag may represent a pit. 
There are also areas of lighter yellow-brown soil in the southwest corner and light brown soil 
with lime and mortal in the southeast corner. The northeast corner is producing harder soils with 
a more clay-like yellow-brown soil. This pass seems to be approaching bedrock. This level also 
reveals that the buttress identified in Level 28, Pass 1 is a wall that continues to the west (Wall 
7/8).  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
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Wares: Hellenistic Black Glazed ware, Hellenistic-Roman lamp, plaster, Ancient-Historic coarse 
ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman amphora, Roman 
kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata (cat. 9), 
Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman basin, CRS, CRS1, CRS11 (cat. 43, 44), CRS2, CRS7 (cat. 
38), CRS8 (cat. 40), CRSK1/3, Late Roman tile, Unworked stone. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1336), glass (GL1271), iron nails (IL422, 
IL423, IL424, IL425), marble revetment (AS117), bone and shell (BI12795, BI257), two coins 
(NM629 and NM630), a pierced ceramic fragment (MC127), an inscribed black glaze sherd 
(IN4), as well as a fragment of worked stone (ST177). 

 

Phase 1 Abandonment: Stratigraphy, Features, and Finds 

E.F1:R05.1988 

Level 30 

Summary: This level appears to be associated with the end of Phase 1. 

This level removes two patches of a packed earth surface atop the western part of the terracotta 
and lime surface revealed in Level 18. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: CRS, bones, Late Roman amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware, Roman kitchen ware. 

Level 37 

Pass 1 

Summary: This level is associated with the abandonment of Phase 1 and the construction of 
Phase 2. 

This level is under Level 29 which produced a grey brown layer above a yellow-clay layer both 
of which appear to sit atop a robbed out section. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic-Roman lamp, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen 
ware, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced glass (GL519). 

E.F1:Q06.1989 

Level 6 

Summary: This level was unfortunately contaminated with modern material, but revealed that 
top of Wall 5. 
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Pass 1 

This level is under Level 5, Pass 2 and to the south of Wall 3 (or Wall 4 in E.F1:R05.1988). The 
soil continues to be dark green-brown that appeared in Level 5, Pass 2. An area of darker, more 
organic soil south of Wall 3 (or Wall 4 in E.F1:R05.1988) appears to be a pit in this area which 
produced bone fragments as well as teeth and pottery.  

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman pithos, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman tile, Late Roman amphora 
(cat. 107), CS (cat. 11), CRS (cat. 36), PHW2 (cat. 56), PHW3 (cat. 63), PHW7 (cat. 66), Late 
Roman kitchen ware (cat. 114), Late Roman pathos (cat. 119) 

Pass 2 

This pass avoids Level 9, Pass 1. The soil continues to be the same as in Pass 1 but the amount of 
mortar becomes less frequent. This level reveals the top of Wall 5 (in E.F1:R05.1988). 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman amphora, 
ARS, Late Roman tile 

Pass 3 

This pass removed the last of the wall fall associated with Wall 5 and the top of Wall 5 along the 
south scarp of the trench. The pass produced chunks of mortar and soil is the same grey-green 
color noted in Pass 1 and Pass 2.  

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, CRS11, Late Roman kitchen ware, 
Late Roman amphora 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1149, SL1156, SL1165), glass (GL558, 
GL564), bone and shell (BI12752, BI13390, BI12759, BI12746), as well as a terracotta loom 
weight (MC103). 

Level 14 

Summary: This level may well be contaminated by Level 9 which cuts through Level 6 and 
Level 14. 

Pass 1 

This level is directly under Level 6, Pass 2. The soil is grey-green in color with some mortar 
chunks and a moderate amount of stones. This pass also produced an area of bones that might be 
the continuation of the pit excavated as Level 9. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: LAA, Roman lamp, Iron Age medium coarse, Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-
Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, 
Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, 
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Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman 
tile, Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS, CRS, CRS11, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

This is another pass through the yellow-brown soil and it produces a moderate amount of rubble, 
tile fragments, and numerous jaws and teeth and bone fragments, but without the distinct soil 
change that characterized Level 9. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, MCH, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman 
amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile, 
Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS, WRL, MAR. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1166, SL1169, SL1170), glass (GL571, 
GL572, GL573), an iron nail (IL325), a tessera (MO74), an illegible coin (NM595), a worked 
bone fragment (BI1112), bone and shell (BI12762, BI12763, BI129) as well as lamp fragments 
(LA75, LA76, LA77, LA78) and an amphora neck and handles (PO145). 

Level 15 

Summary: This level is contaminated with modern trash from the road. 

Pass 1 

This level is under Level 12, Pass 4 and extends north from the robbed out area of Wall 6 
identified in Level 12, Pass 4. This area also is likely the area identified as producing more 
blackish soil in Level 10 and Level 11. Since the level extends to the edge of the road and it 
appears to be cut through Levels 10, 11, 12, this level is contaminated with modern material such 
as glass fragments (as are the other levels noted here). 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Roman tile, CRS, marble 

Pass 2 

Continued removal of dark-brown soil in robbed out area along northeastern terminus of Wall 6. 
This pass reveals the depth of this pit.  

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman amphora, Late Roman tile 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1173, SL1175) and glass (GL576, 
GL1269). 

Level 18 

Summary: While Pass 4 contaminated this level with scarp cleaning, this level is material from 
both the infilling of the doorway through Wall 4 in Phase 1 and post-abandonment debris. 
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Pass 1 

This level is beneath Level 17, Pass 2 and the level change occurred because of the possibility of 
a floor. The soil continues to be moderately hard with fine clayish structure, but is patchy with 
areas of grayish and hard soil. The pebbly lenses continue from Level 17, Pass 2. An effort was 
made to define the packing stones in the doorway in Wall 6. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, 
Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman tile, CRS 

Pass 2 

This pass removes the packing stones along the west side of Wall 6 in an effort to find the base 
of the door jambs in Wall 6. The soil continues to be yellow and clayey with lenses of fine tan 
sandy soil along the west side of Wall 6. In the rest of the level the soil is more uniformly 
yellow-brown with small pebbles. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, FWH, MCH, Roman amphora, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, 
Cypriot Sigillata, ESA, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 3 

The soil in this area continues to be the same yellow-brown soil in pass 2. The small pebble 
lenses appear more frequently around the threshold area as well as harder, grey-white soil and 
yellowish clay patches along the west side of Wall 6. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse 
ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS, Late Roman 
kitchen ware 

Pass 4 

Scarp cleaning along the south scarp. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman amphora 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1183, SL1184, SL1185, SL1187, SL1190), 
glass (GL585, GL586, GL587, GL588, GL597), an iron nail (IL706), and bone (BI12772, 
BI12773, BI12777). 

Level 19 

Summary: This level is under Level 16 and it is likely less contaminated by the Level 9 pit. It 
most likely reflects Phase 1 abandonment debris as well as the walling up of the doors in Wall 4 
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and Wall 5 during Phase 1. 

Pass 1 

This level is the reddish-brown area noted in Level 16, Pass 6. The soil is producing small 
chunks of mortar and lime. The reddish soil extend north to the doorway in Wall 6 and 
throughout the pass. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Early Roman, Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, FWAH, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic 
medium coarse ware, FWH, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile, 
RSRE 

Pass 2 

This pass produces more reddish-brown soil with some small mortar and lime inclusions as well 
as chunks of mortar. Several rooftiles appeared in the Wall 6 doorway fill. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1186, SL1193), a stone “chunk” (ST88), 
glass (GL591, GL594), bone (BI12760, BI12778, BI12782), and a coin (NM603). 

Level 20 

Summary: This level is post-abandonment debris from Phase 1. 

This area is immediately below Level 16, Pass 7. This pass uncovers the continuation of Wall 5 
which abuts the channel uncovered at the bottom of Level 16, Pass 7.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, 
Hellenistic-Early Roman medium coarse ware, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman 
medium coarse ware, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1192), a metal fragment (IL688), glass 
(GL593), and bone (12779). 

 

 

Phase 2: Summary 

The most significant intervention to the area occurs in Phase 2 and includes the building of Wall 
1, Wall 3, as well as Wall 14/2 along the north side of the trench. The dating for these walls, 
however, remains relative at the site. We know that they have to date to after the construction of 
Wall 4, which was partly removed for the course of the drain and is covered by courses of Wall 
1. Wall 5 might have suffered a similar fate and is likely covered by the course of Wall 1. Wall 
14 runs over the course of Wall 9 so must post-date that wall. The similarities in construction 
style between Wall 3 and Wall 1, their parallel course, and their shared relationship with Wall 14 
indicates that they are contemporary.  
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While the relationship between the drain cut into the surface associated with Wall 9 and opening 
in Wall 14 make the drain and the wall contemporary and part of Phase 2, the latest material in 
the drain was presumably deposited only after the drain was no longer effective maintained and 
therefore should be associated with the Phase 2/3 abandonment. 

Phase 2 produced only two possible surfaces. The earlier of the two surfaces appeared between 
Wall 4 and 5 to the east of Wall 1. This not only assumes that Wall 4 and Wall 5 remain standing 
during the construction of the Phase 2 building, but that the surface here witness the preparation 
for materials associated with the Phase 2 construction. Thus we have associated this surface and 
subfloor packing with the end of Phase 1 and the construction of Phase 2. The ceramics appear to 
confirm this assessment as they appear quite different from the deposit found to the south of 
Wall 5 (E.F1:R05.1988.L32) into which the Phase 4 burial was cut. This level which 
presumably contains material from after the abandonment of the site contains a fragment of 
CRS8B (cat. 41) which Meyza dates at Paphos to early 7th century and it is quite rare in the 
assemblage of E.F1.  

If we relegate the surface between Wall 4 and Wall 5 to the transition between Phase 1 and Phase 
2, the only other approximation of a surface associated with the Pass 2 walls comes in 
E.F1:R05.1988 Level 25. This level produced a rough lime surface that extended the west of 
Wall 1 and did not appear to have been cut by Wall 1. Unfortunately the material below this 
surface was not excavated in 1988 and the level did not appear during the 1989 excavations 
further to the south. This level did not produce any diagnostic ceramics and it appears to be 
different from the lime surface revealed in E.F1:R06.1989 Level 8 on the east side of Wall 1 
which stands approximately 0.4 m higher than Level 25. 

In the general the ceramics associated with this phase do not provide a clear way to distinguish 
between Phase 1 activity and Phase 2. This suggests that the interval between the original 
construction of the building and its reconstruction as Phase 2 was probably within a century or 
less and generally datable to between the middle of the 6th to the middle of the 7th century. 

 

Phase 2: Stratigraphy, Features, and Finds 

E.F1:R05.1988 

Level 25 

Summary: This level removes the lime level beneath Level 4. This level appear to be cut by 
Level 27 and maybe Level 8. 

Pass 1 

This level is the removal of the lime level revealed at the bottom of Level 4. The soil is light 
yellow and filled with limestone chips. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman amphora, Roman 
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coarse ware, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

This is a second pass of the same level that continues to trace the lime surface. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Early Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, Roman amphora, Roman tile, ESA 

Pass 3 

This is another pass across the lime level to the west of Wall 1. The lime level continues to the 
face of Wall 1 and no foundation trenches for this wall were preserved. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, FWH, Roman tile. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1063) and glass (GL512). 

 

 

Phase 3: Summary 

There are few levels that we can clearly association with Phase 3. The greatest challenge is that 
there is no obvious Phase 2 or Phase 3 floor level. Indeed, the drain that runs through the Wall 14 
is cut into a floor associated with Phase 1. Without the benefit of obvious foundation cuts for the 
Phase 2 walls or Phase 3 buttresses, it remains difficult to identify strata associated with either 
Phase 2 or Phase 3. That said, there were two efforts to excavate around buttresses most of these 
appear to come from excavations around the various buttresses. 

Two of the buttresses associated with Phase 3 were excavated. In 1988, the buttress supporting 
the west side of Wall 3 was excavated as E.F1:R05.1988 Level 39.  

Levels associated with tile fall (E.F1:R05.1988 Level 15 and E.F1:Q06.1989.Level 21) may 
represent the end of the final phase of the building at E.F1. The ceramics associated with Level 
15 tile fall includes a PHW Form 10 (cat. 67) which is among the latest in this sequence of 
fineware Level 21 includes fragments of piriform lamps (LA93/R6227.1-2) and LA102/R6901) 
as well as our standard assemblage of Late Roman Cypriot Red Slip (Forms 2, 7, and 11) and 
LRC wares (2 and 3). 

In 1989, the area around a buttress abutting the east side of Wall 1 was excavated 
E.F1:Q06.1989 Level 8 (which was likely the same as Level 4, Pass 3 from the same trench). 
The excavator considered the lowest level of this trench a surface and the presence of green clay 
wall plaster might indicate that this level is more likely collapse than levels associated with the 
construction of the buttress. The excavator considered this level to be the equivalent of 
E.F1:R05.1988 Level 40 although this level appears to remove more debris from wall collapse 
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than Level 8 from E.F1:Q06 did. 

Levels associated with the abandonment and collapse of the Phase 2/Phase 3 structure are 
difficult to discern with any consistency across the site. This likely reflects incidents of building 
collapse, episodes of post abandonment recycling, and downslope erosion from the city. The 
most secure post abandonment deposit is that associated with the drain installed in Phase 2. This 
drain relied on an opening in Wall 14 and was cut into a floor surface that appears to have been 
contemporary with Wall 9 and Phase 1. It drain produced an assemblage that was only slightly 
later than that associated with the subfloor packing for the Phase 1 floor. The material from the 
channel itself would have choked the drain and dates to after it was no longer maintained 
(E.F1:Q05.1989. L505 and L506). From the channel itself came a Byzantine piriform lamp 
dating to the Late 6th or 7th century (cat. 131) as well as Cypriot Red Slip form 11 (cat. 49, 50) 
and Meyza form K3 (cat. 33) and the ubiquitous LR1 type amphora (cat. 101). This suggests 
that the channel ceased to function sometime after the mid-7th century.  

Another key level for understanding the formation processes and chronology associated with the 
abandonment of Phase 3 is E.F1:R05 Level 22 and Level 32. These levels represent the levels 
into which Tomb 1 cuts. While Level 22 produced a largely undiagnostic Late Roman 
assemblages, Level 32 produced no evidence that demonstrated that the abandonment of the 
structure at E.F1 did not post-date the Phase 1 and Phase 2/3 construction by more than 50 years. 
The latest material from this level are the same CRS 11 and CRS 8B (cat. 41) which appear in 
level associated with Phase 1 and Phase 2.  

Elsewhere, post-abandonment levels feature tile falls and rubble (especially E.F1:R05.1988 
Level 5, Level 7, Level 15; E.F1:Q05 Level 4, Level 6, and Level 21; and E.F1:Q06.1989 
Level 12) and these levels were generally expansive overrunning parts of the Phase 1 and Phase 
2 walls. It is in these levels that the latest forms of Late Roman pottery appear. Of particular 
significance from these levels is the appearance of the highly diagnostic fine wares common both 
on Cyprus and in the neighboring site of E.F2: Dhiorios ware (cat. 89) Phocaean Ware Form 10 
(cat. 67, 68) and the later forms of African Red Slip including ARS Form 104 and ARS Form 
105. Unfortunately, the tile falls and rubble that characterize the main depositional event 
associated with these levels do not preclude later deposits created by episodes of salvage and 
looting, the movement of soils, and dumping. Therefore. the dominant depositional processes 
that formed these levels may not be the only depositional processes that influenced their 
composition, and, as a result, artifacts found in this level need not necessarily date activities 
during or immediately after Phase 3 at the site.  

 

Phase 3: Stratigraphy, Features, and Finds 

E.F1.R05.1988 

Level 39 

Summary: This level is presumably later than Level 28 through which it cuts and appears to be 
associated with Phase 3. 
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This level is under Level 20, but concentrates on a rubble patch west of Wall 3. This patch 
appears to be a pit of some sort, but is later identified as a buttress. The rubble is loosely packed 
and rounded in yellow green lime soil.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic 
Wares: Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1074). 

 

Phase 2/3 Abandonment: Stratigraphy, Features, and Finds 

E.F1:R05.1988 

Level 4 

Summary: This level appears to be post Phase 3 abandonment and probably includes some 
levels of slope wash. 

Pass 1 

This level is beneath Level 3 and Level 1 in the southwestern corner of the trench west of Wall 1. 
It consists of yellow soil with mortar or lime inclusions and large cobbles. 

Periods: Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, bone 

Pass 2 

About 10 cm of brown earth which appears different from Level 4, Pass 1 so this might be a 
different stratigraphic level. This level also involved the removal of free floating stones. The 
lowest levels of this pass produced a lime-y surface at the northwest and southwest corner of this 
trench. 

Period: Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Cypriot Sigillata form 22, Roman tile, Roman pithos, Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman 
water pipe, PHW3, Late Roman 1 amphora, bone, shells 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL995) and glass (GL448). 

Level 5 

Summary: This is a mixed level that appears to combine some brown-grey soil that is slope 
wash, which is Pass 1, with Pass 2 which is collapse debris associated with Phase 2. 

Pass 1 

This level is beneath Level 1, Pass 2 and parts of Level 3 in the northwest corner of the trench. It 
consists of brown-grey earth, but has few inclusions. The lower levels of this pass produced a 
yellow clay. 
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Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman kitchen ware, Roman tile, Roman pithos, CRS, bone, shell 

Pass 2 

This pass is apparently beneath Level 5, Pass 1 and is largely the same brown earth suggesting 
that the yellow clay at the bottom of Pass 1 was not a new level, but more yellow-brown clayish 
soil appears along the southern edge of this pass which is distinct from the browner soil along the 
northern edge of this level. This level produced a significant amount of pottery. The southern 
edge of this pass also produced a significant amount of rooftile and patches of the lime level 
which appears in Level 4, Pass 2 and Level 6, Pass 1 . The northern part of this pass revealed a 
cluster of stones identified at “Wall 2.” 

Periods: Iron Age, Hellenistic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic inturned rim bowl, ESA, Hellenistic/Early Roman kitchen ware, Roman 
kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware, bone, egg shells, carbon, 
Roman brick 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL996), iron nails (IL261, IL262, IL263), an 
iron knife (IL178) and other metal fragments (IL167), glass (GL450), and shell (BI1114). 

Level 7 

Summary: This level is collapse associated with Phase 2. 

Pass 1 

This level is beneath Level 2, Pass 6 and involves the removal of the floating ashlars and other 
stones. The soil is very yellow in color, but evidently a different kind of yellow from the 
dominant soil in Level 2. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman, 
Medieval 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Hellenistic Color Coated, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, MCM, Roman amphora, 
BARO, Roman kitchen ware, Roman pithos, Cypriot Sigillata, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

This is the first pass after the floating stones and ashlars were removed and it produced a moist 
yellow-brown soil and abundant rooftile fragments. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Iron Age, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: AMSRO, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic 
medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, Hellenistic-Roman fine 
ware, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Iron Age medium coarse, Roman amphora, Roman 
medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS, Late 
Roman kitchen ware  
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Pass 3 

This pass is north and south of Wall 2. The pass produced moist, yellow-green soil with 
numerous tile fragments and rubble.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman frying pan, Roman medium coarse ware, 
Roman red slip, CRS, CRS10, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 4 

This level produced larger rooftile fragments and patches of brown earth in the southern and 
eastern half of the level. This pass begins to reveal possible walls to the east of Wall 1.   

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware (cat. 89), Late Roman amphora, CRS, 
CRSK1, CRS7 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL994), iron fragments (IL229, IL230, 
IL259), glass (GL445) and terrera (MO143). 

Level 8 

Summary: This level is likely the same as Level 7 and associated with the collapse of Phase 2. 

Pass 1 

This level is the removal of the rubble to the west of Wall 1 which was defined in Level 4, Pass 
2. The goal of this level is to determine whether the limey surface continues to the edge of Wall 
1. It does not appear to join with this wall.   

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman amphora, Roman brick, Roman tile, Late Roman tile, Late Roman amphora, 
CRS, bones 

Pass 2 

This pass produced a light brown soil with small rubble and ashlar chips. 

Periods: Roman 
Wares: Roman brick, Roman tile, bones 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL143) and glass (GL446). 

Level 9 

Summary: This level is complex and incorporates some material from the construction of the 
modern road with the Phase 2 abandonment. 

Pass 1 
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This level is in the northwest corner of the trench to the west of Wall 2. Level 9 is under Level 6 
and Level 5. The soil is grey-brown and powdery with some rubble. Some yellowish soil is 
appearing under this level. 

Periods: Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: ESA, Roman tile, Combed Ware, CRS, CRS8A, CRS 11 Paphos form, ARS105 (cat. 
19) 

Pass 2 

This pass is north of Wall 1 and west of Wall 2. The soil is yellow-brown with small rubble and 
ashlar chips. There is some evidence that Wall 2 continues west. 

Periods: Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: ESA, Roman tile, Roman amphora, Late Roman amphora, CRS, PHW10 (cat. 72) 

Pass 3 

This pass extends to the road. The soil is grey-brown with small rubble and ashy gravel near the 
road. The southern part of this pass revealed the possible extension of Wall 2. 

Periods: Roman 
Wares: Roman lamp, Roman amphora 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1025) and glass (GL473). 

Level 10 

Summary: This level explores the intersection of Wall 2 and Wall 1 and must be after the 
collapse of these walls. 

Pass 1 

This level is the cleaning of the intersection of Wall 2 and Wall 1.  

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic Black Glaze, Roman amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware, CRS7 

Pass 2 

More cleaning at the intersection of Wall 2 and Wall 1. 

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic Color Coated, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchenware, bone 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1048) and glass (GL505). 

Level 15 

Summary: This level is encounters collapse debris presumably from Phase 2. 

Pass 1 
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This is beneath Level 12, Pass 3. This pass covers the tile fall that appeared to the west of Wall 
3. The soil is yellow-green and moist. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic tile, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile 

Pass 2 

This pass is immediately above the tile fall covered by Level 15, Pass 1. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman amphora, Roman 
medium coarse ware, Roman tile, Late Roman amphora (cat. 104), Late Roman kitchen ware, 
PHW10 (cat. 67) 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1053). 

Level 16 

Summary: This level appears to be more collapse debris associated with Phase 2. 

Pass 1 

This is a rubble layer revealed beneath Level 14. The soil is yellow-white clay. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen 
ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, CRS, Late Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman tile, Marble 
revetment 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1054). 

Level 17 

Summary: This level produces more rubble likely associated with the Phase 2 collapse. 

Pass 1 

This level is below Level 13, Pass 3 and represents an effort to define two patches of rubble 
against the northern scarp. The soil is yellow-grey with tiny limestone or mortar inclusions. The 
wheelbarrow ramp runs between the two patches of Level 17, Pass 1. 

This pass also includes a rubble strip revealed on the western site of Level 13, Pass 3. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Early Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-Historic tile, 
Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman tile, AMKO, Late Roman kitchen 
ware, Marble revetment. 
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Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1055). 

Level 19 

Summary: This level is above the elevation of the robbed out part of Wall 4. The level was cut 
by level 26, Pass 3 (at least). So it predates this level. 

Pass 1 

This level appears to be primarily under Level 13 (and perhaps parts of Level 14, Level 16, and 
Level 18). The soil is yellow-brown clay with dark patches. The level consists of small rounded 
rubble and limestone chips. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman medium 
coarse ware, Roman tile, Late Roman 2 amphora (cat. 106), CRS, CRS9, Late Roman kitchen 
ware 

Pass 2 

The soil in this pass continues to be yellow-brown with dark patches. This pass involves cleaning 
around patches of stones. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic-Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, 
Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse 
ware, Roman tile, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman basin, CRS, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1060), glass (GL510), iron fragments 
(IL278), a tessera (MO67), and  a lamp fragment (LA52). 

Level 20  

Summary: The removal of the rubble in this level should be associated with Phase 2 collapse. 

Pass 1 

This level is a strip of rubble along the east side of wall 1 and under the western part of Level 17. 
The soil is yellow and powdery in some places and hard packed in others. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-Historic tile, 
Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, AMRPH (cat. 111), Roman kitchen ware, 
Roman medium coarse ware, Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS, Late Roman kitchen ware, Marble 
revetment  

Pass 2 
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This pass is the continued removal of rubble from the level include a large ashlar. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman tile, bones 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1061) and bronze fragments (BR163, 
BR164) as well as a coin (NM587). 

Level 21 

Summary: This level is the same as Level 20, it would appear, and should be associated with the 
collapse of Phase 2. 

This level is beneath the eastern part of Level 17 and immediately south of Wall 2. It consists 
primarily of yellow-green earth that is the same color as Level 20, but more moist and with far 
fewer inclusions. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman brick, Roman water pipe, Late Roman tile, wall plaster  

Level 22 

Summary: This level represents two different stratigraphic levels. Lever 22, Pass 1 apparently 
completed exposing the cover slabs (and presumably is the same as Level 18) whereas Level 22, 
Pass 2 may well be the layer into which the tomb was cut. 

Pass 1 

This level is a small triangular area between Tomb 1 and the south scarp. This appears to be the 
level that covered the tomb. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Late Roman roof tile, Roman amphora, combed ware, Late Roman amphora 

Level 22, Pass 2 

This pass appears to be the level into which the tomb was cut. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced iron fragments (IL281) and glass (GL511) 

Level 23 

Summary: This level is complex and incorporates some material from the construction of the 
modern road with the Phase 2 abandonment. It is the same, it would appear, as Level 9. 

Pass 1 

This is a continuation of Level 9 and focused on the northwest intersection of Wall 1 and Wall 2. 

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic Color Coated, Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Roman pithos Late Roman 
amphora, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware 
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Pass 2 

This pass continues to remove the grey-brown grainy soil that characterizes this level. 

Periods: Roman 
Wares: Roman tile 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1062). 

Level 27 

Summary: This level is later than Level 25 which is the lime level perhaps associated with Wall 
1. 

Pass 1 

This is a narrow trench immediately to the west of Wall 1 near where it joins Wall 2. This level 
is the same as Level 8 and covers the lime surface identified in Level 25. 

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic Color Coated, Roman tile, Late Roman amphora, bones 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1065) and an iron nail (IL298). 

Level 28 

Summary: This level is above the drain associated with Phase 2 and below level 19. 

Pass 1 

This level is below Level 19 and consists of mottled grey brown, yellow clay, and dark brown 
spots with small stones. The first pass has revealed a series of stones that might be a wall.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Iron Age, Roman, Early Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: ARS, CORL, CRS1, CRS10, FWH, Roman kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Late Roman tile, Roman tile, Ancient-
Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic-
Roman kitchen ware, Hellenistic-Roman medium coarse ware, Iron Age medium coarse, Roman 
amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos 
(cat. 120), Roman pithos, Roman tile, Roman water pipe, Cypriot Sigillata, CRS, CRS10, 
CRSK3 (cat. 31), CRSK4B (cat. 34) Late Roman kitchen ware. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1068), iron nails (IL301, IL312), a lead 
fragment (IL300), glass (GL513), bronze fragments (BR165), and a coin (NM588). 

Level 31 

Summary: This level is associated with the end of Phase 2. 

This level is the cleaning of a line of stones originally identified at “Tomb 3.” 

Periods: Late Roman 
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Wares: Late Roman tile 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1069), a tessera (MO68), and glass 
(GL514). 

Level 32 

Summary: This is the level into which the Tomb 1 was cut. 

Pass 1 

This level is the green-grey soil south of Wall 5. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Early Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, 
CRS, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

This pass produced yellow-brown clay with small ashlar chips and some larger rubble. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Late Roman medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman amphora, 
Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile, Late Roman 
kitchen ware (cat. 83), Cypriot Sigillata, CRS, CRS1, CRS11, CRS7 (cat. 39), CRS8 (cat. 41), 
plaster 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1070), glass (GL515) and a coin (NM589). 

Level 34 

Summary: This level is associated with the collapse of the Phase 2 walls. 

Pass 1 

This level is beneath Level 17 which revealed a drain initially identified as “Tomb 2.” This level 
involved the careful cleaning of the drain’s cover slabs. The soil into which the tomb is cut is 
dark brown and yellow. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Early Roman 
Wares: FWAH, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-
Historic tile, Cypriot Sigillata. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced glass (GL517). 

Level 38 

Summary: This level is later than Level 33 and Level 18 into which it appears to cut. If Level 18 
is associated with the debris from the end of Phase 2, then this should be either associated with 
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Phase 3 or even later digging at the site. 

Pass 1 

This level is cut through Level 18 and Level 33 but is limited to a narrow trench investigating the 
rubble along the south side of Wall 4. The soil begins more grey with white inclusions and then 
becomes more yellow-brown with roots and floating stones.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
pithos, Roman pithos, Roman tile. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1073), a tessera (MO69), and a coin 
(NM592). 

Level 40 

Summary: This level must be associated with Phase 3 abandonment. 

Pass 1 

This Level is under Level 28, but produces soil that is the same as Level 7, Pass 3. The level runs 
along the west side of the trench and reveals the top of Wall 9 and around “Tomb 2,” which is 
later identified as a drain.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Iron Age, Early Roman, Roman, Late 
Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, MCH, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Hellenistic-Roman 
lamp, Iron Age medium coarse, Roman amphora, BARO, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium 
coarse ware, Roman tile, Roman water pipe, Cypriot Sigillata, CRS, CRS11, Late Roman 
kitchen ware. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1075), iron fragment (IL313)m and a shell 
bead (BI72). 

 

E.F1:Q06.1989 

Level 3 

Summary: Most likely Phase 2/Phase 3 abandonment debris. 

Pass 1 

This level is the triangular level to the east and north of Wall 1. The soil is hard and grey-green 
in color with greenish-grey soils coming up deeper in the pass. Medium sized stones perhaps part 
of Wall 4 are left in place.  

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
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Wares: Roman tile, Roman amphora, Late Roman amphora  

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1130, SL1131, SL1132), glass (GL540), 
worked marble fragments (ST85), and bone and shell (BI12743, BI89). 

Level 4 

Summary: This level is under Level 3 and is removing debris associated with the collapse of 
Phase 2/3. 

Pass 1 

This level is under Level 3 and consist of the greenish-grey soils noted in Level 3, Pass 1. The 
pass has produced relatively little pottery and slag. Part of Wall 4 from E.F1:R05.1988 are 
appearing in the southern part of this trench (confusingly, the notebook calls this wall Wall 2). 

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic kitchen ware, Roman tile, Late Roman amphora, Roman pithos 

Pass 2 

This pass continues the level. In this pass the soil is light greenish-grey flicked with small white 
inclusions. This pass produced only a small amount of pottery.  

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman pithos, Late Roman 1 amphora, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 3 

The soil remains the same light greenish-grey flicked with small white inclusions. At the base of 
a large stone uncovered and removed in this pass the soil begins to change.  

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1148), worked stone (ST86), glass 
(GL556, GL6405), and bone (BI12798, BI12799). 

Level 5 

Summary: This level removes tumble presumably associated with the collapse of Walls 4 or 5. 

Pass 1 

This level is under Level 2, Pass 2. It is characterized by mortar chunks and blocks. The soil is 
hard and medium brown with pieces of mortar and lime with some rooftile fragments and larger 
pottery pieces.  

Pass 2 

This pass expands Level 5 slightly and continues to remove the rubble layer revealed in pass 1. 
Care is taken across this level to continue to reveal the course of Wall 1. This pass reveals an 
area of green soil in the southeast corner of this level. Along the south edge of this pass, a pier 
with chunks of mortar appears. At the lowest levels of this pass a surface appear perhaps with a 
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pit. This pass also demonstrated that Wall 4 (E.F1:R05.1988) continues to the east. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Cypriot Sigillata, Roman kitchen ware, Roman tile, CRS (cat. 21) Late Roman amphora, 
Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman water pipe 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1145), glass (GL552), a worked stone 
fragment (ST86), and bone (BI12744, BI12745). 

Level 7 

Summary: This level reveals the top of Wall 6 and evidence for robbing of Wall 1. As a result, it 
is post abandonment. It produced at least one clearly post-ancient sherd, a piece of Early Modern 
Green glazed fine ware. 

Pass 1 

This level is under Level 2, Pass 4 and west of Wall 1 and north of Wall 3 (or Wall 4 in 
E.F1:R05.1988). The area seems to be part of the wall fall of Wall 1 or an area where Wall 1 was 
robbed out and filled with trash. The pass consists of yellowish, clay-like soil which underlies 
loose stones being removed in this level. Lower in this pass a level of lighter tan soil is appearing 
to the north of wall 3 (or Wall 4 in E.F1:R05.1988). 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman tile (cat. 128), Late Roman kitchen ware, 
Late Roman amphora, CRS 

Pass 2 

This pass extends the level to the west and is predominantly green-grey with decreasing amount 
of small white inclusions. This pass reveals the top of a north-south wall designated in the 
notebook as Wall 4 (not to be confused with Wall 4 in E.F1:R05.1988). To avoid confusion, we 
call this Wall 6. 

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman, Modern 
Wares: Hellenistic Color Coated, Roman tile, Roman painted roof tile, Roman kitchen ware, 
Late Roman kitchen ware, PHW3E, Mod glazed green ware. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1150, SL1155), glass (GL559, GL560, 
GL562), bone (BI12747, BI12748, 12751), and a stamped rooftile (AT11).  

Level 8 

Summary: This level might be the same as Level 4, Pass and reveals a lime level that runs above 
the buttress associated with Phase 3 on the east side of Wall 1.  

Pass 1 

This is level is under Level 4 along the east side of Wall 1 and north of Wall 2 (or Wall 4 in 
E.F1:R05.1988). The soil has changed to a darker grey-green color with charcoal inclusions and 
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the grain is generally finer. The lowest level of this pass appears to be a surface and it may be 
that this level should be part of Level 4, Pass 3. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware, CRS8, Late Roman amphora 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1151, SL1146), glass (GL553), and bone 
and shell (BI12749, BI12800, BI95). 

Level 9 

Summary: This level post-dates Level 6, which was unfortunately contaminated with a Pepsi 
can. 

Pass 1 

This level is the pit that appeared in Level 6, Pass 1. The soil is dark brown and organic. The 
ceramics found in this pit may be later fill.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Early Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman coarse ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile, 
Cypriot Sigillata, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

This pass produced dark brown, organic soil which continues to produce bone fragments and 
medium sized pottery sherds.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, FWRO, Roman 
kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman 
kitchen ware. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1152, SL1157), a tessera (MO72), glass 
(GL557, GL563), and bone (BI12750, BI12753). 

Level 10 

Summary: This level is under Late 2, Pass 1 and post-Phase 4 abandonment with contamination 
from the road. 

Pass 1 

This level is in the southeastern corner of the trench adjacent to the road. It is under Level 2, Pass 
1. The soil is blackish with gravel inclusions and the soil in the northern portion of the level is 
dark brown in color and gradually change to yellow-brown and claylike in the south. This level 
reveals one of the door jamb in Wall 6. 
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Periods: Roman, Late Roman, Byzantine 
Wares: Cypriot Sigillata, Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman brick, Roman tile, Late 
Roman tile, Late Roman amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware, CRS7, Cypriot Sgrafitto, CBGB 
Olive glazed, green glazed ext. interior olive - same type as Level 7 Pass 2 – modern or early 
modern,  

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1158), glass (GL561), and shell (BI128). 

Level 11 

Summary: This level may well be the same as Level 12 and Level 13.  

Pass 1 

This level is directly under the northern part of Level 10, Pass 1. The soil is dark brown, 
moderately firm and free of rubble. It also contains a patch of blackish soil that includes modern 
trash. This level appears to be under Level 7.  

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic painted tile, Cypriot Sigillata cf. Paphos III 30.1 (cat. 15), Roman tile, 
Roman amphora, CRS6 cf Nea Paphos H6.2 (cat. 37), marble 

Pass 2 

The soil in this pass is changing to lighter, harder, yellow-brown soil that is the same as found in 
Level 12, Pass 1. The soil in the northern portion of the pass, however, continues to be dark 
brown and loose. This soil appears to run over the top of Wall 4 (which we redesignate Wall 6) 

Period: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Roman amphora, Late Roman tile 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1159, SL1161), a tessera (MO73), and 
glass (GL595, GL567). 

Level 12 

Summary: The finds from this level are contaminated with modern trash, but appears to be a 
mixture of building collapse including the famous windowpane. 

Pass 1 

This level is under the southern part of Level 10, Pass 1. The soil here is yellow-brown and hard 
than the soil in Level 11, Pass 1. There are a moderate number of small stones and some rooftiles 
with lenses of small pebbles. The soil is more mottled in the southeast corner of the trench 
adjacent to the door jams. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, AMHRO, Roman amphora, BARO, Roman coarse ware, Roman medium coarse ware, 
Roman pithos, Roman red slip, Roman tile, Roman water pipe, CRS7, PHW3 (cat. 62). 
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Pass 2 

The soil in this pass continues to be yellowish-brown with a moderate amount of rubble fill, roof 
tiles, and ceramics. There is rubble concentrated in the southern part of the pass which may be 
wall fall from a wall obscured by the southern scarp. 

Pass 3 

This pass continues to produce yellow-brown soil with occasional greenish clay patches and 
rubble. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Roman tile 

Pass 4 

This pass continues to remove the yellow-brown soil from Level 12, Pass 3. It also reveals that 
the northwest part of Wall 4 (which we have designated Wall 6) has been robbed out. This pass 
avoids this area. It is notable that this pass produced more larger fragments of rooftile than Pass 
3. The southern part of this pass produced more clay-like soils and the western most area of the 
pass has produced more rubble. This pass continued to the road and encountered modern 
invasive artifacts near the road. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Medieval-Modern, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse wareAncient-Historic tile, W4, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman medium 
coarse ware, Roman red slip, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 5 

The soil in this pass continues to be yellow-brown, but is slightly harder than pass 4. A moderate 
amount of stones and rooftile fragments appear. A piece of vitreous glazed pottery (Byzantine or 
Medieval) and painted pottery comes from near the south scarp. This pass also produced a 
modern bottle. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Medieval, Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, FWM, MCM, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman 
medium coarse ware, Roman pithos 

Pass 6 

This pass continued to remove yellow-brown, moderately hard soil.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, 
Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile, CRS9, Late 
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Roman kitchen ware, Unworked stone 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1160, SL1163, SL1168, SL1171, SL1172, 
SL1174, SL1176), glass (GL528, GL529, GL530, GL531, GL532, GL533, GL566, GL574, 
GL577), iron fragments (IL326), and bones and shell (BI12754, BI12756, BI12761, BI12764, 
BI130). 

Level 13 

Summary: This level runs over the top of the remains of Wall 4 and likely post-dates the 
destruction of Wall 1. There is nothing later than Late Roman in this level. 

Pass 1 

This level is under Level 7, Pass 2. The soil changes rom yellow-brown with lime inclusions to 
browner green soil close to Wall 1. Near Wall 1 there are some stones that may be wall fall and 
rooftile fragments and other coarse ceramics. The dark brown soils in the southeastern part of 
this level appear to be the same as appeared in Level 11, Pass 2. 

Periods: Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: ESA, Cypriot Sigillata, Roman brick, Roman tile, Late Roman tile, CRS, Late Roman 
kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

In the north half of the pass the soil is tan in color, but this changes to more yellow-brown color 
in the south of the pass. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Roman pithos, Late Roman tile, CRSK1/3 

Pass 3 

Another pass through this area produced tan soil to the north and more yellow-green soil to the 
south and east along Wall 1 and Wall 3 (which is Wall 4 in E.F2:R05.1988). This pass gets 
below the level of the wall fall noted in Pass 1. 

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic black painted, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman 
tile, CRS. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1162, SL1164, SL1167), glass (GL568, 
GL569, GL570), and bones (BI12755, BI12757, BI12758). 

Level 16 

Summary: This level is under Level 14 and seems likely to have been contaminated by Level 9. 
It runs atop the drain at the corner of Wall 1 and Wall 5 and is likely Phase 2/3 destruction 
debris. 
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Pass 1 

This level is the soil directly under Level 14, Pass 2. It produced chunks of mortar and rubbly 
stones as well as several chunks of charcoal. The soil is yellow-brown in color and several large 
flat stones are appearing in this level as well as bits of metal. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen 
ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen 
ware, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, 
Roman pithos (cat. 119), Roman tile, CRS, CRS11, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

The soil is yellow-brown in color with few very small lime inclusions and fewer mortar chunks 
than in Pass 1. A concentration of bones and teeth has appeared in approximately the same area 
as Level 14, Pass 2 and small amounts of similar fragments appeared across this area. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, 
Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse 
ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS11, Late Roman 
kitchen ware 

Pass 3 

The soil continues to be fine, yellowish-brown clayey soil with pieces of lime and white pebbly 
mortar and some small stones. The soil has become browner than in Pass 1. This pass also sought 
to define the walls and threshold area. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color 
Coated, MCH, Roman amphora, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, 
Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS, Late 
Roman kitchen ware, SAB 

Pass 4 

In this pass, the soil continues to be a brownish color and only slightly yellow with a small 
number of lime and mortar inclusions. This pass revealed that at least two courses of stones filled 
the doorway in Wall 6. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, 
Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, 
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Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 5 

This pass continues to produce the same brownish-yellow soil found in Pass 4 with a decreasing 
number of ceramics.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, MCH, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, 
Late Roman amphora, CRS, Late Roman kitchen ware, PHW3 (cat. 57). 

Pass 6 

Another pass this area continues to produce yellow-brown soil, but with more lime and small bits 
of mortar. The northwest corner of this level has produced a reddish patch of soil at the juncture 
of where Wall 4 and Wall 6 would join. In the southeast corner of this level a channel or drain 
appears. Iron nails also appeared in this pass. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, 
Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman tile, Roman water 
pipe, Late Roman 2 amphora , Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 7 

This pass avoided the reddish-brown area identified in Level 16, Pass 6. The soil color is 
changing from yellow-brown to a greenish brown. The area around the channel produced green 
clay. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman 
kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, CRS, CRS9, Late Roman 
kitchen ware, plaster 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1180, SL1181, SL1182, SL1188, SL1189), 
iron nails (IL327, IL330, IL331, IL705) as well as other metal bits (IL475, IL328, IL686), glass 
(GL578, GL581, GL582, GL583, GL584, GL589, GL590), a bronze wickholder (BR198), 
fragments of bone (BI12765, BI12768, BI12769, BI12770, BI12771, BI12774, BI12775, 
BI12776), tessera (MO143), a stone slab (ST87) and lamps fragments (LA81, LA82). 

Level 17 

Summary: This level does not contain any obviously modern material, but does contain some 
Medieval pottery. It is clearly a post-abandonment level. 

Pass 1 
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This level is immediately beneath Level 12, Pass 6. The soil is more compact yellowish clay-like 
soil. The area near the door way in Wall 6 produced sandier soil. It also produced lenses of very 
fine pebbles similar to those noted in Level 12, Pass 1. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Late Roman tile, Late Roman amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

The soil continues to be moderately compact yellowish-brown clayey soil with some lime and 
stones. The pebble lenses continue in this pass. At the end of this pass there is a possible floor 
surface consisting of patchy grey-white and light tan areas which are hard. Broken cobbles might 
serve as packing for this floor. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman, Byzantine 
Wares: Roman tile, Late Roman roof tile, CRS, Late Roman amphora, Cypriot sgrafitto with 
green, brown, and yellow glaze with circular design (cat. 73) 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1178, SL1179), a iron nail (SL329), glass 
(GL579, SL580), and bone (BI12766, BI1276). 

Level 21 

Summary: This level produces a joining piece of pottery with E.F1:Q05.1989.Level 3 (PO160) 
which suggests that the fill in this level are likely contemporary. E.F1:Q05.1989.Level 3. 

Pass 1 

This level combines the areas excavated as Levels 12, 17, 18, and 15. The soil in the area 
previously designated Level 15 continues to be dark brown with very few very small white lime 
inclusions and chances rather quickly to the yellow-brown clay-like soil noted in Level 18, Pass 
3 and Pass 4. There are several patches of dark brown soil and an area of lighter tan soil with 
lime or mortar inclusions. This pass revealed numerous cobbles, and a large quantity of roof 
tiles, and several large chunks of slag. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, Hellenistic Black Glazed ware, MCH, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman 
medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, ESA, Late Roman amphora  

Pass 2 

This pass produces numerous stones throughout the fill of yellow-brown clay soil. In the 
northwest corner of this pass is an area of light tan, sandy soil with lime inclusions. The north 
half of the unit is producing a high concentration of slag. The dark brown soil noted in Level 15 
continues and appears to be part of the robbing of Wall 6.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Early Roman, Hellenistic-Roman, Early 
Roman, Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
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Wares: LAA, Roman lamp, Late Roman medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic amphora, 
Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse 
ware, Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color 
Coated, MCH, Hellenistic-Early Roman fine ware, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Hellenistic-
Roman lamp, Hellenistic-Roman medium coarse ware, Roman amphora, Roman amphora, 
AMRPH (cat. 110), Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware (cat. 
116), Roman pithos, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, Cypriot Sigillata30, Late Roman 1 amphora, 
Late Roman 5 (cat. 108) 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1191, SL1196, SL1198, SL1199, SL1244), 
iron nails (IL384, IL386, IL687) and other metal fragments (IL385, IL697), glass (GL592, 
GL596, GL598, GL664), stone (ST89, ST93), painted plaster (AM10), and bones and shell 
(BI12781, BI12783, BI132, BI137). There is also a sherd with a painted dipinto (IN1), stamped 
pottery (PO160), lamp fragments (LA102, LA93), and a fragment of ceramics with burning 
(MC109). 

 

E.F1:Q05.1989 

Level 3 

Summary: This level produces a joining piece of pottery with E.F1:Q06.1989.Level 21 (PO160) 
which suggests that the fill in this level are likely contemporary. It post-dates the abandonment 
of Phase 2 (and likely Phase 3). 

Pass 1 

This level is under Level 2. This level produces green-gray soils with white inclusions in the 
north half of the level and this changes to reddish-brown soils in the south of the level. The area 
around Tomb 2 produces whiter and harder soils with limey inclusions and medium brown soils 
with lime inclusions and charcoal. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, 
Ancient-Historic tile, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman 
medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Cypriot Sigillata, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late 
Roman amphora , Late Roman kitchen ware 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1906), iron nails (IL335, IL336), glass 
(GL606), ceramic fragments (MC108), bone (BI13094, BI13098), as well as a lamp fragment 
(LA100). 

Level 4 

Summary: This level is associated with E.F1:R05.1988 Level 40 and should be associated with 
Phase 2/3 abandonment. 

Pass 1 
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This level is under Level 1, Pass 1. The soil here is dark green-grey and clay-like with few white 
lime or charcoal inclusions and is fair fine. This pass reveals the tile fall first noted in 
E.F1:R05.1988.Level 40. The north end of the pass produces lighter tan foils.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, 
Roman amphora, Roman medium coarse ware 

Pass 2 

This pass continues to produce dark green-gray soil with a few inclusions in the south near Pier 1 
and light brown almost sandy soil in the north along the west side of Wall 9. This level brings the 
area bound by walls 2, 1, 4, and 9 down to the elevation of Level 7 from the 1988 season 
(E.F1:R05.1988). 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman, 
Unknown 
Wares: Late Roman 1 amphora, Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic 
coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-
Historic tile, MCH, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, BARO, Roman coarse 
ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Cypriot Sigillata, Late 
Roman 2 amphora, Late Roman 1 amphora (cat. 105),  CRS, Late Roman kitchen ware, PHW10 
(cat. 68), PHW3 (cat. 59), plaster 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1248, SL1249), iron nails (IL361, IL362, 
IL363), glass (GL667, GL670), bone and shell (BI11263, BI13101, BI13103, BI13105, BI140), 
as well as lamp fragments (LA70) and fragments of ceramics (MC112). 

Level 5 

Summary: This level presumably removes Phase 2/Phase 3 collapse debris. 

Pass 1 

This level is directly under Level 3, Pass 1.The soil here is a light green-gray with lime 
inclusions and charcoal flecks. The area near “Tomb 2” included more limey material. This level 
produced what probably was the continuation of Wall 9 which abuts Wall 4 and extends north on 
the same alignment as Wall 9. This feature is called Wall 12 for now. This same area was noted 
in E.F1:R05.1988, Level26 and indicated looting. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Classical-Hellenistic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Early Roman, 
Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman lamp, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, 
Ancient-Historic tile, FWCH, MCH, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman 
kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman red slip, Roman tile, Cypriot 
Sigillata, CRS, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 1/2 
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Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic 
tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, Hellenistic-Roman fine ware, Roman amphora, Roman coarse 
ware, Roman tile, Roman water pipe, ESA, CRS, CRS10 

Pass 2 

This pass extends to the southeast to attempt to determine whether there is wall to the east of 
Wall 12. The soil is light green-brown to grey with small limey inclusions and charcoal flecks. It 
is similar to the soils in Pass 1. As the pass goes deeper the soil becomes more clayish and 
yellow. It may be that the soil in this pass is the same as that in Level 6 to the east. This pass also 
revealed an alignment of stones that they tentatively identify as Wall 13.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Early Roman, Hellenistic-Roman, Early 
Roman, Roman, Late Roman 

Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic Color Coated, 
Hellenistic-Early Roman fine ware, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, AMHRO, Hellenistic-
Roman kitchen ware, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman 
medium coarse ware, Roman red slip, Roman tile, Roman water pipe, Cypriot Sigillata, ESA, 
Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS(cat. 21), Late Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman medium coarse 
ware 

Pass 3 

The pass produces more moderately firm yellow-brown soil with few inclusions. In the south 
western portion of this level the soil is firmer and more clayey and heavily mottled with firm 
reddish inclusions. In the north, around “Tomb 2” the soil is a lighter green-grey and heavily 
included in lime and lime chunks. Further cleaning revealed a flat stone that is bonded into Wall 
14 (which follows the course of Wall 2). Wall 14 bonds with Wall 9 whereas Wall 2 abuts Wall 
9. This pass also revealed the opening in Wall 14 which is clearly associated with the drain (i.e. 
“Tomb 2”). 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Late Roman amphora, Late Roman 1 amphora, Roman amphora, Roman 
kitchen ware, Late Roman kitchen ware, CRS 

Pass 4 

This pass produced moderately firm, yellow-brown soil with lime and charcoal. Along the west 
side of Wall 3 there are patches of reddish-brown mottled soil and hard green clay perhaps 
associated with mud mortar. This pass uncovered a row of stones along the west side of Wall 3.  

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Late Roman water pipe, Late Roman tile 

Pass 5 
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This pass produced moderate firm yellow-brown soil with charcoal flecks and very few lime 
inclusions. There is more clay-like soil along the west face of Wall 3. The area around Wall 9 
and Wall 15 (which is later revealed to be a drain) produces a high concentration of gravel. This 
area also uncovered the channel or drain that was initially identified as Wall 15 which also 
produced a significant number of drain pipes. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Iron Age, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: AMSRO, Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, FWAH, Ancient-
Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic tile, Hellenistic 
Color Coated, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Iron Age medium coarse, Roman amphora, 
Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman red slip, Roman 
tile, Roman water pipe, Late Roman 1 amphora, CRS, CRS10, CRS11, CRS9, Late Roman 
kitchen ware 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1246, SL1265, SL1266, SL1268, SL1270), 
glass (GL668, GL682, GL684, GL685, GL688), an iron fragment (IL370), bone and shell 
(BI13106, BI13107, BI13108, BI13110, BI13112, BI13114, BI138, BI149, BI151, BI153, 
BI154, BI155), a tessera (MO94) as well as a sherd with a dipinto (IN3), a stamped base (SS10), 
a lamp (LA79), and two illegible coins (NM611, NM613).  

Level 6 

Summary: This level should be associated with the collapse of the walls associated with Phase 3 
(Wall 1, Wall 3, and Wall 14). It is associated with Level 4 from Q05.1989 and Level 7 from 
R05.1988. Unfortunately, these levels appear to be contaminated with at least some modern trash 
and this calls into question the integrity of the levels above them as well. 

Pass 1 

This level is under Level 4, Pass 2 and it is a continuation of Level 7, Pass 4 from 
E.F1:R05.1988. The level is producing numerous large tiles and is part of wall fall associated 
with Level 4, Pass 1 and Pass 2. The soil is loose, medium yellowish-brown with few inclusions. 
The northern third of the trench is producing very few rooftiles, but it did produce some Roman 
ceramics at the corner of Wall 9 and Wall 1. There is also evidence for green clay in the stones 
around the pier which might be the remains of mud mortar. 

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic inturned rim bowl, Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman amphora, CRS, CRS7, 
CRS8, CRSK1 

Pass 2 

The soil in this pass continues to be yellow-brown and produces numerous rooftiles particularly 
in the southern part of the room. The soil in Level 6 are very similar to those in Level 5, but 
these levels are kept separate because they correspond to two separate rooms, but the similarities 
in the soil suggest that they were made at around the same time. It appears that robbing out of 
Wall 9 occurred before this fill. This pass also identified the lowest levels of Wall 1 which stood 
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upon a layer of mottled yellow-brown, hard clay. This pass also began to reveal a hard limey 
layer that might be a surface which is below the lowest courses of Wall 1 and abuts Walls 10, 2 
(which is the later phase of Wall 14), and 9. This pass also cleared some of the buttresses along 
the walls. It also becomes clear that Wall 9 and Wall 12 are the same wall.  

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic color coated, Hellenistic black painted, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen 
ware, Late Roman kitchen ware, Roman lamp, frying pan handle (early), ARS58 (cat. 16), CRS, 
CRS7 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1264, SL1267, SL1269), iron nails (IL371, 
IL372, IL374, IL375, IL376) and a “spike” (IL373), glass (GL681, GL682, GL687), a bronze 
object (BR201), an architectural terracotta fragment (AT19) and a fragment of revetment (ST94), 
bone and shell (BI13109, BI13111, BI13113, BI150, BI152) and a lamp fragment (LA74). 

Level 7 

Summary: This level dates to after the abandonment of the drain and is likely the same as Level 
505 and 506. 

Pass 1 

The clearing of the small drain channel to the east of “Wall 15” which is, in fact, a larger drain 
channel. The soil is light brown-green and fairly loose with few lime inclusions. Clearing of the 
channel has revealed that the bottom of the channel is lined with small stones which appear to 
run under Wall 3. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman amphora, Late Roman amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1345), glass (GL756), and bone and shell 
(BI13115, BI212). 

Level 505 

Summary: This level dates to after the abandonment of the drain and is the as Level 506.  

This level is under the stones of “Wall 15,” which is actually part of the drain. The soil is a 
medium-dark yellowish brown flecked with charcoal and fairly granular. Fragments of drain pipe 
are being found in the fill as well as bone, glass and some slag. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium 
coarse ware, Hellenistic Color Coated, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium 
coarse ware, Roman water pipe (cat. 130), ESA, CRS, CRS2(cat. 26), CRS11(cat. 49, 50), 
CRSK3(cat. 33), Late Roman Amphora 1 (cat. 101)Late Roman kitchen ware 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1346), glass (GL66), a glass bead (GS17), 
and some bone and shell (BI13121 and BI213). 
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Level 506 

Summary: This level dates to after the abandonment of the drain and is the same as Level 505.  

This is the excavation of the drain channel only. The channel aligns with the opening in Wall 14. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Late Roman 1 amphora. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL506), glass (GL782), bone and shell 
(BI13122, BI214), and lamp fragments (LA86). 

 

 

Phase 4: Summary 

This phase consists of Tomb 1 which was covered by E.F1:R05.1988.L18 and appears to be cut 
into E.F1:R05.1988.L22 on its southwest side and E.F1:R05.1988.L32 on its southeast side. 
Level 22 exemplifies how the excavator’s ambivalent approach to stratigraphy complicates 
understanding the phasing of the site. Level 22, Pass 1 appears to cover the tomb whereas Level 
22, Pass 2 appears to be the level into which the tomb was cut. Level 32 is the more reliable of 
the two levels associated with the tomb. The latest diagnostic artifact this level produced was a 
CRS Form 8 sherd with rouletting which is more common in Form 8B and dates it to the early 6th 
to early 7th century. There are no artifacts in this level that should date later than the early-7th 
century. It seems likely then that Level 22 and Level 32 were deposited after the collapse and 
abandonment of Phase 3, although it is not possible to discern a chronological distinction 
between Phase 3’s use and collapse and the insertion of the burial at the site. 

 

Phase 4: Stratigraphy, Features, and Finds 

E.F1:R05.1988 

Level 22 

Summary: This level represents two different stratigraphic levels. Lever 22, Pass 1 apparently 
completed exposing the cover slabs (and presumably is the same as Level 18) whereas Level 22, 
Pass 2 may well be the layer into which the tomb was cut. 

This level is a small triangular area between Tomb 1 and the south scarp. This appears to be the 
level that covered the tomb. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Late Roman roof tile, Roman amphora, combed ware, Late Roman amphora 

Level 22, Pass 2 
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This pass appears to be the level into which the tomb was cut. 

No pottery preserved. 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced iron fragments (IL281) and glass (GL511). 

Tomb 1 

The earth both above and within the tomb is yellow-brown in color. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Late Roman amphora, Carbonized Wood, marble 

 

 

Final Abandonment: Summary 

The site of E.F1 was scrapped by a bulldozer prior to formal excavation and this left the latest 
levels at the site a muddle combination of topsoil and collapse debris presumably associated with 
Phase 2 and Phase 3. In general, the eastern part of the site preserved levels below topsoil that we 
can associated with strata deposited after cutting of Tomb 1 into the collapse debris of Phase 2 
and 3: E.F1:R05:1988.Level 13, Level 14, and Level 18. 

Levels on the western part of the trench were consistently contaminated with road construction 
debris with the Pass 4 of E.F1:Q06.1989.Level 2 which revealed the top of Wall 1 from Phase 
2/3. Also excluded from this group of levels are those that are clearly or mostly topsoil or winter 
wash that accumulated between the 1988 and 1989. 

 

Final Abandonment: Stratigraphy, Features, and Finds 

E.F1:R05.1988 

Level 13 

Summary: This level appears to be post-abandonment. It produced a base in W4 type fabric 
which dates to the Medieval to Early Modern period. The line distinguishing Level 13 from 
Level 14 is blurry. 

Pass 1 

This level is under the northern half of Level 12 and consists of greenish yellow clay and a patch 
of grey soil near the west side of Wall 3. The southern part of the pass appears more brown than 
the northern part. There is small rubble mixed in with the soil. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Roman, Early Roman, Late Roman, Roman-Medieval  
Wares: Ancient-Historic tile, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, 
Cypriot Sigillata, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman amphora, Roman tile, Late Roman 
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amphora, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman tile, CRS, CRS7, 
CRS9, Coarse ware Roman-Medieval 

Pass 2 

This pass produces mottled greenish-yellow and brownish soil. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Classical-Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic tile, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse 
ware, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Hellenistic Black Glaze, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen 
ware, Roman coarse ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos, Roman tile, Roman 
water pipe, Roman basin, Late Roman amphora, Late Roman kitchen ware, CRS10 

Pass 3 

This pass in the north is designated Level 13, Pass 3 and in the southern part of the trench it is 
Level 14, Pass 1. It includes the mottled grey strip along Wall 3, the yellow-brown soil to the 
west of the wall, and the small rounded rubble throughout.  

Included in this level is the wheelbarrow ramp that is between the two sections of Level 17, Pass 
1.  

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic-Roman, Medieval, Medieval-Modern, Roman, Early 
Roman, Late Roman, Unknown 
Wares: Ancient-Historic tile, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse 
ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, Hellenistic-Roman kitchen ware, Cypriot Sigillata, Roman 
Red Slip (local), Roman amphora, Roman pithos, Roman coarse ware, Roman medium coarse 
ware, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman amphora, Late Roman 1 amphora, 
Late Roman 2 amphora, CRS, CRS9, CRSK3, CRS11, W4 (cat. 122), Medieval coarse ware 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1051), glass (GL507), some iron fragments 
(IL257, IL279), and a ceramic dish (PO141). 

Level 14 

Summary: This level is very similar to Level 13 in both character and color and is clearly post-
abandonment.  

Pass 1 

This level is under the southern half of Level 12 and consists of soil that is greenish-yellow and 
brownish. The soil produced numerous mortar inclusions as well as tile and rubble. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman amphora, Late Roman amphora, CRS, CRSK1/3, CRSK1, Roman tile,  

Pass 2 

This pass defined the rubble layer (which becomes Level 16). The northern part of the level is 
green brown soil which is similar to Level 13, Pass 2. The rest of the pass is yellow-green soil 
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with occasional small rubble.  

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman amphora, Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman kitchen ware, Combed 
Ware Late, Roman amphora 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1052), glass (GL508), iron nails (IL258, 
IL260), a tessera (MO66), as well as a ceramic vessel (PO128) and a lamp (LA51). 

Level 18 

Summary: This level removed the collapse from Phase 2 walls and probably represents the end 
of this phase. 

Pass 1 

This is the removal of rubble underneath Level 14, Pass 2 in the southwestern corner the eastern 
extension of the trench defined by Level 12. This level revealed brownish clay beneath the 
rubble and a more white powdery soil throughout the rest of the unit.  

This level revealed the top courses of Wall 4, Wall 5, and Tomb 1 which this pass clarified by 
removing loose and floating stones. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Ancient-Historic amphora, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-Historic kitchen ware, 
Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic pithos, Hellenistic Black Glazed ware, 
Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, Roman kitchen ware, Roman lamp, Roman medium 
coarse ware, CRS, CRS7, Late Roman kitchen ware 

Pass 2 

This pass involved clarifying the courses of Wall 5 in the southeast corner of the trench. The soil 
is orange and brown with darker colored patches north of Wall 5, South of Wall 4, the soil is 
grey and white with some terracotta colored patches that appear to be part of a use level which 
abuts Wall 5. Soil adjacent to the eastern side of Wall 4 is dark brown and filled with rubble 
which might suggests the robbing out of this wall and backfilling with soil from further north. 

Periods: Ancient-Historic, Classical-Hellenistic, Hellenistic, Hellenistic-Roman, Iron Age, 
Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: LAA, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic coarse ware, Ancient-
Historic kitchen ware, Ancient-Historic medium coarse ware, Ancient-Historic pithos, Ancient-
Historic tile, BGCH, Hellenistic Black Glazed ware, Hellenistic Color Coated, Hellenistic-
Roman kitchen ware, FWIA, Iron Age medium coarse, Roman amphora, Roman coarse ware, 
Roman kitchen ware, Roman medium coarse ware, Roman pithos(cat. 121), Late Roman 1 
amphora, Late Roman 2 amphora , CRS, CRS11, CRS8(cat. 42), CRSK1, CRSK3, Late Roman 
kitchen ware 

Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1059), iron nails (IL280, IL282, NL283), 
glass (GL509), two worked bone fragments (BI32, BI67), an illegible coin (NM586), lamp 
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fragments (LA60, LA61) and two lead seals (SS7, SS37).  

 

E.F1:Q06.1989 

Summary: This is a combination of topsoil, slope wash, and probably Phase 3 collapse debris. 

Level 2, Pass 1 

This level removes greyish tan soil from the area immediately to the south of the area excavated 
in 1988 to the west of Wall 1. The soil is filled with rubble and tile fragments with modern 
material appearing closer to the road. Floor fragments and mortar appear near the southern edge 
of this level. This level also uncovered the line of Wall 1 through the trench. 

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman  
Wares: Hellenistic Color Coated, Hellenistic black painted, Roman kitchen ware, Roman 
amphora, Roman tile, Late Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman amphora, Late Roman 1 amphora, 
Late Roman tile 

Level 2, Pass 2 

This pass focuses primarily on the hard packed, grey-green soil likely associated with the 
scraping of the area by the bulldozer. This pass avoids the area of looser soil in the southwestern 
corner of the trench. The areas closest to the road produced modern trash.  

Periods: Hellenistic, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Hellenistic black painted, Roman amphora, Roman kitchen ware, Roman tile, Late 
Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman 1 amphora, Late Roman amphora, CRS well form 

Level 2, Pass 3 

This pass consists of the area to the north of the unit, between Wall 1 and the road. The soil is 
compacted and light grey-green but darker brown more clay like soils are appearing below this 
pass and a patch of lighter soil is coming from south edge of the pass. 

Periods: Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Late Roman tile, Late Roman amphora, PHW1 (cat. 
55) 

Pass 4 

This pass is under Level 2, Pass 2 and it begins to uncover a wall that stands at the intersection of 
Level 2, Pass 4 and Level 5, Pass 1. The soil is largely softer and darker greenish grey, but 
patches of the more compacted bulldozer soil also exist in this level. 

Periods: Hellenistic, Early Roman, Roman, Late Roman 
Wares: Cypriot Sigillata, Painted Hellenistic tile, Roman amphora, Roman brick, Roman water 
pipe, Roman tile, Roman kitchen ware, Hellenistic painted cover tile, Late Roman kitchen ware, 
Late Roman amphora, CRS, CRS7 
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Inventoried Finds: This level also produced slag (SL1127, SL1128, SL1129, SL1147), glass 
(GL536, GL538, GL539, GL55), metal fragments (IL322, IL323, MM1), a tessera (MO71),  a 
marble fragment (ST84), bone and shell (BI1100, BI12742, BI12797, BI13400, BI86, BI87, 
BI88). 
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3. Artifact Catalogue: Ceramics, Lamps, and Coins 

This chapter follows a standard format of fine wares, kitchen wares, medium-coarse wares, 
coarse wares, amphora, roof tiles, and lamps. Within each ware category, the ceramics are 
arranged chronologically from oldest to the most recent. For each type, there is a basic 
description of the ceramic ware with accompanying bibliography. Each catalogue entry includes 
find location (year, trench, level, pass, and batch), extant part, followed by its dimensions, 
description (Munsell color, decoration, inclusions, and shape), and illustration or photo number if 
available. The ceramic fabric colors are drawn either from the standard Munsell soil color chart 
(Munsell Soil Color Charts 2000) or were obtained from a Capsure X-Rite RM200. All 
measurements provided are in meters.  

The procedure we used for the analysis of the sherds is rooted in the Chronotype system, which 
was first developed as a collection and classification strategy by the Sydney Cyprus Survey 
Project and then used by the Australian Paliochora-Kythera Archaeological Survey (Coroneos et 
al. 2002: 139–40), the Troodos Archaeological and Environmental Survey Project (Given et al. 
2001), the Eastern Korinthia Archaeological Survey (Tartaron et al. 2006), and the Pyla-
Koutsopetria Archaeological Project (Caraher et al. 2014). In the chronotype system, every 
artifact type, designated as a chronotype, fits into a chronological and descriptive hierarchy 
based on its specific physical characteristics. Chronotypes can range from the very precise (e.g., 
“Cypriot Red Slip Form 8B - rim sherd,” or “Late Roman 1 Amphora - body sherd”) to the very 
broad (e.g., “Coarse body sherd - Ancient-Historic,” or “Stone, Unworked”), but chronotypes are 
always assigned to a period, however narrow or broad. 

The ceramic catalogue has two purposes. First, it provides detailed information and examples of 
specific wares that are important chronological markers for stratigraphically important contexts. 
Second, while we were selective in the ceramics included in our catalogue, all of our ceramic 
information is available on OpenContext. As a result, this catalogue includes information about 
wares not included in the catalogue but available online. When we analyzed a pass’s sherds, we 
employed two different techniques. If the pass was stratigraphically important, we analyzed 
every sherd in the pass and assigned each one a chronotype. For the other passes, which often 
were corrupted by modern materials, or were topsoil, etc. we conducted a less rigorous scanning 
and listed the more specific chronotypes present, ignoring the broad and imprecise categories, 
such as Coarse Ware, Ancient-Historic. Since we did not analyze and count every sherd from 
every pass, our ability to provide statistical observations is limited, but certain broad 
observations or trends can be noted. 

 

Fine Ware: Summary 

Ceramic catalogues tend to focus on fine wares since they are the most decorated and distinctive 
pottery on an archaeological site.  Fine wares were typically used for the consumption of food 
and drink, and as the name suggests were of higher quality than other pottery classes. As a result, 
their typologies and chronologies are far more developed than those created for other wares. 
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Fine Ware: Fine Wares, Cypro-Classical through Early Roman 

Attic and Hellenistic Black Glaze  

One of the most common fine wares from this period is Attic Black Glaze, easily identified by its 
lustrous black slip, which is not a glaze despite its name (Lund 2006: 182).  

Sparkes, Talcott, and Rotroff (Sparkes and Talcott 1970; Rotroff 1997) developed the standard 
typologies for this ware. It is a common find at sites in the eastern Mediterranean, including 
examples from Cyprus – Salamis (Jehasse 1978, 1981), Kition (Jehasse 1981), Palaipaphos 
(Maier 1986: 16064 and Lund 1993: 80–82), Nea Paphos (Mlynarczyk 1990: 74–75, 102, 109 
Hayes 1991: 5) Kourion (Connelly 1983), Kition-Bamboula (Salles 1983), Panayia Ematousa 
(Lund 2006: 186–89), PKAP (Moore and Olson 2014: 74-75), Athienou (Moore and Gregory: 
2012: 206), Polis-Pyrgos (Moore and Olson 2014: 50). At Polis, Attic Black Glaze occurs in a 
number of levels, although its presence is almost always limited to a few, small body sherds. It is 
characterized by a grayish black or dark black slip with a reddish or reddish-orange fabric, which 
suggests that these wares were imported during the fifth and fourth centuries BC, possibly from 
the Levant. (Lund 2006: 184). 

 

Hellenistic Colour-Coated  

The first typology for Colour Coated wares was based on finds from Evriti (Maier and von 
Wartburg 1986: 161). This original typology has been expanded on by finds from the House of 
Dionysos in Paphos (Hayes 1991: 26–31), Panayia Ematousa (Lund 1993: 190–202), and Berlin, 
Herbert, and Stone’s work in Kadesh (Berlin, Herbert, and Stone 2014). On Cyprus, these wares 
were manufactured locally, are found at a number of Cypriot sites (Hayes 1984: 92; 1991: 26; 
Maier and Wartburg 1986: 161–64; Burkhalter 1987: 356; Lund 1993: 84–85). (Salamis: see 
Jehasse 1978, 1981; Kition: Jehasse 1981; Palaipaphos: Maier 1986: 16064; Lund 1993: 80–82; 
Nea Paphos: Mlynarczyk 1990: 74–75, 102, 109; Hayes 1991: 5; Kourion: Connelly 1983; 
Kition-Bamboula: Salles 1983; Panayia Ematousa: Lund 2006: 186–89, PKAP: Moore and 
Olson 2014: 74-75; Athienou: Moore and Gregory: 2012: 206; Polis-Pyrgos 2014: 50) The 
majority of finds from E.F1 are sherds dating from the third through first centuries BC. They 
have a thin unevenly applied slip that ranges from reddish brown to red in color with a brownish 
fabric (Hayes 1991: 23–31; Papuci-Wladyka 1995: 47–54, 246–47; Elaigne 2000).  

 

1. Fine Ware Hellenistic Color Coated rim Fig X. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, pass 1, batch 47A. 
P.L. 0.031 m; Th. 0.008 m.; Diam. 0.200 m. 
Inturned, thickened rim of bowl that is convex at edge. 
Semi-fine reddish brown fabric (2.5YR 5/4) with a red slip (10R 5/3). Occasional small white 
and black stones. 
Cf. Hayes Paphos III, Fig. XV, 5. 
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2. Fine Ware Hellenistic Color Coated rim Fig X. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, pass 1, batch 47B. 
P.L. 0.038 m.; Diam. 0.210 m.; Th. 0.004 m. 
Outturned vertical thickened rim of bowl.  
Red fabric (2.5YR 4/3) and slip with discolored rim. 
Occasional small black stones. 
Cf. Hayes Paphos III, Fig. XV, 6. 
 

Hellenistic Inturned Rim Bowl 

A very common find from the Hellenistic to Early Roman period in the Mediterranean are bowls 
with incurved rims and a low foot. Hayes identified several different phases of Cypriot 
manufactured bowls at Nea Paphos and our inturned bowls tend to fall into the later categories – 
bowls with a pinkish to purplish-red fabric perhaps manufactured in the Soli region at the end of 
the second century BC. and bowls with soft powdery fabrics from the Augustan period (Hayes 
1991: 26-27). 

3. Hellenistic inturned rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, batch 49. 
P.L. 0.046 m.; Th. 0.007 m.; Diam. 0.220 m. 
Vertical, inturned rim of bowl. 
Fine-grained pale yellow fabric (2.5Y 8/2) with occasional voids, white, and black stones. 
First century B.C. 
 
4. Hellenistic inturned bowl rim. Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 37. 
P.L. 0.033 m.; Th. 0.010 m.; Diam. 0.140 m. 
Triangular rim of inturned bowl. 
Semi-fine pink fabric (7.5YR 7/4) with large brown and red stones. 
Late second century B.C. 
 
5. Hellenistic bowl rim. Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 43. 
P.L. 0.045 m.; Th. 0.007 m.; Diam. 0.100 m. 
Vertical, inturned rim of bowl. 
Semi-fine dark bluish gray fabric (GLEY2 4/1) with frequent voids and white stones. 
 

Eastern Sigillata A 

Eastern Sigillata A (ESA) clearly dominated imports from the first century BC to the second 
century AD as it is found in large quantities throughout the eastern Mediterranean, including at 
sites on Cyprus – Paphos (Hayes 1991: 32–36), Geronisos (Connelly 2002; 2005; 2009; and 
Młynarczyk 2009), Panayia Ematousa (Lund 2006: 205–15), Amathous (Burkhalter 1987), 
PKAP (Moore and Olson 2014: 77-79), Polis-Pyrgos (Moore and Olson 2014: 54-55). Despite its 
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popularity throughout the eastern Mediterranean, ESA is relatively sparse at E.F1. Very few ESA 
sherds were found in passes we analyzed, most were in the passes that were scanned and the 
majority were body sherds, with a few bases. They are characterized by a well-levigated, very 
pale brown to pink fabric with few inclusions and a red to reddish-orange glossy slip. 

6. ESA base Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 503, batch 74. 
P.L. 0.059 m.; Th. 0.007 m.; Diam. 0.090 m. 
High ringfoot of a bowl. 
Well-levigated light red fabric (2.5YR 6/8) with a red slip (2.5YR 4/8). Rare black stones. 
 
7. ESA Lagynos base Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, batch 39. 
P.L. 0.017 m.; Th. 0.011 m; Diam. ?. 
Low ringfoot base of lagynos. 
Fine-grained pink fabric (7.5YR 7/3) with a light reddish-brown slip (2.5YR 6/4) only on 
exterior. Rare small voids. 
 

Cypriot Sigillata 

Cypriot Sigillata (CS) dates from the last decade of the second century BC to shortly after the 
middle of the second century AD (Hayes 1967, 1991). It is characterized by a reddish-brown 
fabric that can have a purple tint and has an often unevenly applied or discolored reddish-brown 
to brown slip (Williams 1992: 2). The ware became popular on Cyprus shortly after its 
introduction and rapidly replaced ESA as the dominant fine ware on the island (Hayes 1991: 38; 
Młynarczyk 2005, 2010; Lund 2006: 217) and is found at a number of sites on Cyprus – Paphos 
(Hayes 1991: 37-50), Panayia Ematousa (Lund 2006: 217-221), PKAP (Moore and Olson 2014: 
79-80), Polis-Pyrgos (Moore and Olson 2014: 56-57). CS is found in many of the levels at E.F1, 
though only three specific forms were identified, CS form 22, CS form 26, and CS form 30. All 
three date to the end of the first, beginning of the second century AD. 

8. Cypriot Sigillata base Fig X. 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 32, pass 1, batch 46. 
P.L. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.005 m.; Diam. 0.090 m. 
Low ringfoot with rouletting on base. 
Fine-grained weak red fabric (10R 5/4) with a weak red slip (10R 4/4). 
 
9. Cypriot Sigillata base 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, Level 31, Pass 1, Batch 51 scan 30. 
PL 0.085 m.; Base Th 0.050 m.; Diam 0.090 m. 
Low ringfoot, rouletting on base,  
Brown fabric (10R 5/4) with a dark slip (R 4/4R). 
 

Cypriot Sigillata Form 12 
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Cypriot Sigillata Form 12 is a dish with an incurved rim and a flaring convex wall and dates to 
the second half of the first century A.D. to first half of the second century A.D. (Hayes 1985: 83; 
Hayes 1991: 40-41, and Lund 1993: 103). 

10. Cypriot Sigillata Form 12 rim scan 2022-6 
E.F1:Q06 1989 Level 30 Pass 1 Batch 32. 
PW 0.060 m.; PH 0.042 m.; Rim Th 0.006 m.; Diam. 0.160 m. 
Inverted rim. 
Well-levigated reddish fabric (10R 5/6) with a dark slip (2.5YR 5/6) worn on exterior with 
rouletting. 
Cf. Paphos III ? 
 
11. Cypriot Sigillata Form 12 rim scan 2022-12 
E. F1:Q06 1989 Level 26 Pass 1 Batch 78. 
P.W. 0.051 m.; Rim Th 0.010 m; Diam. ? 
Badly damaged rolled in rim. 
Dark reddish fabric (7.5YR 6/3) with dark red slip (10R 5/6) and rouletting on exterior. Well-
levigated with small voids and white stones.  
 

Cypriot Sigillata Form 22 

Cypriot Sigillata Form 22 is a bowl with a hooked and rolled rim with an inward sloping wall 
that dates to the late first century B.C. to the middle of the first century A.D (Hayes 1985: 84-85: 
Hayes 1991: 42-43, Lund 1993: 104).  

12. Cypriot Sigillata Form 22 rim Fig. X  
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, pass 1, batch 46A. 
P.L. 0.032 m.; Th. 0.006 m.; Diam. 0.160 m. 
Inward sloping wall of bowl with a rolled rim and a groove under rim on exterior. 
Well-levigated red fabric (10R 5/6) with faint traces of slip. Rare voids. 
Cf. Hayes, Paphos III, Fig. XVIII, #22. 
 
13. Cypriot Sigillata Form 22 rim 2022 scan 9 
E.F1:R05, 1989, level 4, pass 2. 
P.W. 0.020 m.; Rim Th. 0.007 m; Diam. ? 
Small inturned rim flattened on top with exterior groove under rim. 
Well-levigated dark brown fabric (10YR 6/3) and a thick reddish slip (2.5YR 5/6).  
 

Cypriot Sigillata Form 30 

Cypriot Sigillata Form 30 is a shallow bowl with an upcurved rim that dates to the first half of 
the second century A. D. or later (Hayes 1985: 86; Hayes 1991: 44; Lund 1993: 105). 

14. Cypriot Sigillata form 30 rim scan 33 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 69. 
P.L. 0.025 m.; Th. 0.005 m.; Diam. 0.080 m. 
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Vertical, incurved thin rim of small bowl. 
Well-levigated red fabric (2.5YR 4/6) with yellowish red slip (5YR 5/6).  
Rare small white stones. 
Cf. Hayes 1991, 44, fig XIX, 30.1. 
 
15. Cypriot Sigillata form 30 rim 2022 scan 7 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, level 11, pass 1. 
Rim Th 0.003 m.; Diam 0.200 m. 
Thin inturned, tapering rim. 
Fine buff fabric (7.5YR 6/4) with a reddish slip (7.5YR 5/3) and black stones, lime, and voids.  
Cf. Paphos III, 30.1. 
 

Fine Ware: Roman and Late Roman 

The majority of the Late Roman fine wares at E.F1 date to the sixth and seventh centuries, with 
the most commonly encountered forms being the late forms of Cypriot Red Slip. 

African Red Slip Ware (ARS) 

Dating to the second through seventh centuries AD, ARS became the most common Late Roman 
fine ware in the eastern Mediterranean and is found at almost all archaeological sites throughout 
the entire Mediterranean, both eastern and western. Waagé was the first to identify this ware 
(Waagé 1948: 43), but it was Hayes who designated it as African Red Slip Ware and proposed a 
typology (Hayes 1972: 13; 2008: 68). In Polis, very little ARS was discovered at E.F1 and it was 
limited to only one fourth century AD ARS form 58 rim in a relatively insecure context, two late 
sixth to early seventh century AD ARS form 104s, and one late sixth to late seventh century AD 
ARS Form 105. ARS is characterized by an orangish-red to brick-red fabric with a red to 
reddish-orange slip. It is occasionally decorated with incised lines, rouletting, and stamped 
decorations (Hayes 1972: 93-96, 160-167; 1980: 512–14). 

African Red Slip Form 58 
African Red Slip Form 58 is a large dish characterized by a curved wall and a narrow, flat rim 
and dates to the late third to late fourth century AD (Hayes 1972: 93-96). 

16. E.F1.Q05, 1989 Level 6, Pass 2, Batch 1 Scan29. 
P.L. 0.031 m.; P.W. 0.012 m.; Diam 0.280 m. 
Horizontal rim with two grooves. 
Well-levigated orangish fabric (10R 6/8) with an orangish red slip (10R 5/8). 
 

African Red Slip Form 104 

African Red Slip Form 104 is a large plate or shallow bowl that was typically decorated with 
grooves on the floor encircling a stamped decoration, one groove under the rim on the interior 
and one on the exterior, and has a thick, knobbed rim. It dates to between the sixth and seventh 
centuries AD and is a commonly found form at most eastern Mediterranean archaeological sites. 
Hayes breaks the form into three subcategories: 104A is a plate dating from 530–580 AD; 104B 
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is a plate dating from 570–600 AD; and 104C is a bowl dating from 550–625 AD. (Hayes 1972: 
160–66). 

17. African Red Slip form 104 rim Fig. X 
E.F.1.Q06, 1989, level 23, pass 2, batch 45. 
P.L. 0.066 m.; Th. 0.016 m; Diam. 0.300 m. 
Heavy knobbed rim of a bowl. 
Well-levigated red fabric (10R 5/8) with a light red slip (10R 6/8). Rare white and black stones. 
 
18. African Red Slip form 104A rim Fig. X scan 19 and 20 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 24, pass 1, batch 15. 
P.L. 0.052 m.; Th. 0.017 m.; Diam. 0.280 m. 
Heavy knobbed rim of a bowl. 
Well-levigated red fabric (10R 5/8) with a light red slip (10R 6/8). Rare white and black stones. 
 

African Red Slip Form 105 

African Red Slip form 105 is a large undecorated shallow plate with a heavy knobbed rim and a 
low rounded foot. It dates to between the end of the sixth century and the end of the seventh 
century AD and is a common find at eastern Mediterranean sites (Hayes 1972: 166–69). 

19. African Red Slip Form 105 rim 2022 scan 11 
E.F1:r05.1988 Level 9, Pass 1 - LRP 105.7. 
P.W. 0.061 m.; Rim Th. 0.011 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Rolled out rim, slip=2.5YR 5/6 fabric=5YR 6/3, , worn slip 
 

Cypriot Red Slip (CRS) or (LRD) 

Originally classified as LRD by Waagé, Hayes later combined LRD and LRE into a single ware, 
retitling it as Cypriot Red Slip due to its sizeable presence on the island, despite the lack of CRS 
kilns discovered on the island (Hayes 1972: 371). While Hayes’ CRS forms have been further 
refined by Meyza, his chronology remained fairly stable. (Meyza 2007) It is only in recent years 
that scholars have attempted to shift the dates for some of the forms, both earlier and later. 
Meyza has suggested lowering the date for CRS’ initial production (Meyza 2007) while 
Armstrong suggests extending the end of production date for certain later CRS forms into the 
eighth and ninth centuries AD (Armstrong 2009: 174–78). The 2012 discovery of CRS kilns near 
Gebiz, Turkey (Jackson et al. 2012) has strengthened the push to rename CRS as so-called 
Cypriot Red Slip, Cypriot Red Slip Derivatives, or even a return to Late Roman D (Firat 2000; 
Kenkel 2007; Armstrong 2009). The ware is characterized by a yellowish-red to reddish-yellow 
fabric with a thin, reddish-brown to red slip (Lund 1993: 111). 

20. Cypriot Red Slip base Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 26. 
P.L. 0.118 m.; P.H. 0.024 m.; Th. 0.009 m; Diam. 0.160 m. 
High ringfoot of a bowl. 
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Well-levigated red fabric (2.5YR 5/8) with faint slip. Occasional small voids, 
 
21. Cypriot Red Slip base Fig. X Scan 19 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 5, pass 2, batch 35. 
P.H. 0.031 m.; Base Diam. 0.100 m. 
Well-levigated pink fabric (10R 6/4) with small white stones.  
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 1 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 1 is a relatively uncommon plain dish with a rounded, thickened rim that 
dates to the late fourth and fifth centuries AD. (Hayes 1972: 372–73; Williams 1992: 29–30; 
Lund 1993: 113–14; 2003: 228; Rautman 2003: 164–65; Meyza 2007: 44–45). Meyza’s work 
has subdivided Hayes’ form into three subcategories (1A, 1B, and 1C) utilizing size differences 
of the bowl and rim variations (Meyza 2000: fig. 9, 2007: 44–48).  

22. CRS form H1B rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 2, batch 68. 
P.L. 0.115 m.; Th. 0.017 m.; Diam. 0.300 m. 
Thickened, flaring out rim of a shallow dish. 
Well-levigated weak red fabric (10R 5/4) with a light red slip (10R 7/8). Rare lime and white 
stones. 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 2 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 2 is a dish with rouletting on the exterior walls and a knobbed rim with 
grooves. This form is an imitation of African Red Slip Form 84 and is a common find in the 
Mediterranean. While Hayes dates it to between the fifth and sixth centuries AD, Meyza suggests 
a slightly modified chronology and dates it from the beginning of the fifth century to the middle 
or third quarter of the sixth century (Hayes 1972: 373–76; Williams 1992: 30–31; Lund 1993: 
114–15; 2003: 228 

23. Cypriot Red Slip Form 2 rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 28. 
P.L. 0.049 m.; Th. 0.011 m.; Diam. 0.330 m. 
Knobbed, outturned rim with three grooves in outer face of rim and two lines of vertical 
rouletting under rim on exterior. 
Fine-grained pale red fabric (10R 6/4) with faint red slip (2.5YR 5/6). Occasional small white 
stones. 
 
24. Cypriot Red Slip Form 2 rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 29  
P.L. 0.065 m.; Th. 0.029 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Knobbed rim with 4 grooves and vertical rouletting under rim of shallow dish.  
Fine-grained light red fabric (2.5YR 6/6) with worn red slip (2.5YR 5/6). Occasional voids, and 
small black and red stones. 
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25. Cypriot Red Slip Form 2 rim Fig. X scan 25 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 72. 
P.L. 0.094 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Diam. 0.220 m. 
Knobbed, incurved rim with two deep grooves in outside of rim, vertical rouletting under rim on 
exterior, and two incised lines under rim on interior. 
Fine-grained light red slip fabric (10R 7/6) and a red slip (10R 5/6). Numerous small, black 
stones. 
 
26. Cypriot Red Slip Form 2 rim Fig. X scan 34 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 505, batch 17. 
P.L. 0.041 m.; Th. 0.032 m.; Diam. 0.230 m. 
Knobbed inturned rim of a deep plate. Two grooves in rim. 
Fine grained light yellowish-brown fabric (2.5YR 6/4) with a worn red slip (10R 5/6). 
Occasional small white stone. 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form K1 

CRS Form K1 is a category created by Henryk Meyza and is characterized by a heavy triangular, 
rim that is straight or slight inturned on the interior and dates to 380-450 A.D. (Meyza 2007: 50-
51). 

27. Cypriot Red Slip Form K1 rim 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 67A. 
P.L. 0.040 m.; Th. 0.014 m.; Diam. 0.240 m. 
Triangular flaring rim of bowl. 
Well-levigated light brown fabric (7.5YR 6/3) with a red slip (10R 5/6) and burning. 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form K1/3 

Henryk Meyza reorganized Hayes CRS Forms 9 and 10 into a number of small categories. One 
is CRS K1/3 which is a transition form between K1 and K3 that is characterized by a rim whose 
bottom is more projecting and is more inturned and dates to the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. 
(Meyza 2007: 65). 

 
28. Cypriot Red Slip Form K1/3 rim Fig. 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 74. 
P.L. 0.047 m.; Th. 0.006 m.; Diam. 0.200 m. 
Inturned rim of medium-sized bowl with vertical rouletting on exterior wall. 
Fine-grained pale red fabric (10R 6/4) with weak red slip (10R 4/4). 
 
29. Cypriot Red Slip Form K1/3 rim Fig. X scan 20 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 503, batch 58. 
P.L. 0.071 m.; Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.240 m. 
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Rounded inturned rim of a bowl. 
Well-levigated red fabric (10R 4/8) with thick red slip (10R 4/6).  
 
30. Cypriot Red Slip Form K1/3 rim fig. X 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 76 formerly 67B.  
P.L. 0.040 m.; Th. 0.014 m.; Diam. 0.320 m. 
Rounded inturned rim of a bowl with vertical rouletting under rim on exterior of bowl and 
groove on interior.  
Well-levigated reddish brown fabric (2.5YR 5/4) and a brown slip (7.5YR 5/4) with occasional 
small white and brown stones. 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form K3 

Henryk Meyza reorganized Hayes CRS Forms 9 and 10 into a number of small categories. One 
is CRS K3 which is characterized by a thickened vertical rim that is convex on the outer face and 
dates from 530/540 AD to 670-680 A.D. (Meyza 2007: 64). 

 

31. Cypriot Red Slip form K/3 rim Fig. scan 33 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 28, pass 1, batch 42 
P.L. 0.081 m.; Th. 0.014 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Thickened vertical rim that is convex on outer face.  
Well-levigated reddish yellow fabric (5YR 7/6) with reddish yellow slip (5YR 7/6) and 
occasional small white stones. 
 
32. Cypriot Red Slip Form K3 rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 32, pass 1, batch 59. 
P.L. 0.081 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Diam. 0.280 m. 
Incurving rim of bowl with vertical rouletting under rim and curved groove in outer face of rim. 
Fine-grained weak red fabric (10R 5/4) with a faint slip and occasional small white stones. 
 
33. Cypriot Red Slip Form K3 rim Fig. X scan 33 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 505, batch 15  
P.L. 0.129 m.; Th. 0.017 m.; Diam. 0.150 m.  
Incurving rim of bowl with two grooves and vertical rouletting under rim. 
Fine-grained light red fabric (2.5YR 6/6) with a worn red slip on the interior (2.5 YR 4/6) and 
light red slip on the exterior (2.5YR 6/6). 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form K4 

Henryk Meyza reorganized Hayes CRS Forms 9 and 10 into a number of small categories. One 
is CRS K4 which is a deep plate or shallow bowl characterized by a groove outside of a 
thickened rim that dates from from the middle of the sixth century to the end of the seventh 
century A.D. (Meyza 2007: 68-69). 
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34. Cypriot Red Slip Form K4B rim Fig. scan 31 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 28, pass 1, batch 43 
P.L. 0.077 m.; Th. 0.006 m.; Diam. 0.250 m. 
Incurved rim of a shallow bowl with two grooves in rim and two lines of vertical rouletting on 
exterior under rim.  
Fine-grained red fabric (10R 5/6) with light red slip (10R 6/6) and occasional voids, lime, and 
white stones. 
 
Cypriot Red Slip Form 5 

CRS Form 5 is an undecorated bowl with a triangular thickened rim and Hayes dates to the mid 
to late sixth century AD, though Meyza pushes the end of its production into the middle of the 
seventh century AD (Hayes 1972: 377; Meyza 2007: 56). 

 
35. Cypriot Red Slip Form 5 rim Fig. X scan 32 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 71. 
P.L. 0.082 m.; Th. 0.01 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Triangular rim of a small bowl. 
Fine-grained red fabric (2.5YR 5/8) with a light red slip (10R 6/6). 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 6 

CRS Form 6 is a rare find that is characterized by a slightly hooked upcurved rim with two 
grooves on outside which Hayes dates the sixth century A.D., though Meyza pushes it into the 
middle of the seventh century A.D.(Hayes 1972: 377; Meyza 2007: 57). 

 
36. Cypriot Red Slip Form 6 rim 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, level 26, pass 1, batch 75  
Cf. Meyza H6.2 
 
37. Cypriot Red Slip Form 6 rim Scan 22-12 
E.F1 35:Q06, 1989, level 11, pass 1. 
P.W. 0.063; Th. 0.008; Diam. ? 
Inturned rim with flattened top and two deep grooves on exterior. 
Pinkish fabric (7.5YR 6/4) and a worn reddish slip (5YR 6/4). 
Cf. Nea Paphos H6.2 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 7 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 7 is a basin with exterior rouletting and groove marks. It is a common 
find and Hayes dates this form to the late sixth to early seventh century AD, while Meyza moves 
its initial production date to 450 AD (Hayes 1972: 37779; Williams 1992: 36; Meyza 2007: 58). 
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38. Cypriot Red Slip Form 7 rim Fig. X scan 31 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 31, pass 1, batch 54. 
P.L. 0.090 m.; Th. 0.020 m.; Diam. 0.330 m. 
Triangular vertical rim of basin with angular offset and two grooves on exterior under rim. 
Fine-grained light red fabric (10R 6/6) with red slip (10R 5/6) and occasional small white stones 
and voids. 
 
39. Cypriot Red Slip Form 7 rim Scan 22-15 
E.F1:R05.1988, Level 32, pass 2, batch 20. 
P.W. 0.0114 m.; Th. 0.002 m.; Diam. 0.200 m. 
Flattened outturned rim with groove under exterior of rim. 
Reddish fabric (5YR 6/4) with pale red slip (2.5 YR 5/6), rouletting on exterior, and a few voids 
and small white stones. 
 
Cypriot Red Slip Form 8 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 8 is a dish/bowl with rouletting on the exterior walls and a flat rim. It is 
uncommon in the eastern Mediterranean and Hayes dates it to the sixth century AD, while 
Meyza suggests a longer production period of the fifth century to the second half of the seventh 
century AD (Hayes 1972: 379; Rodziewicz 1976: 46–47; Williams 1992: 34; Lund 1993: 114; 
Rowe 2006: 116–17; Meyza 2007: 60). 

 

40. Cypriot Red Slip Form 8 rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 31, pass 1, batch 53. 
P.L. 0.056 m.; Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.280 m. 
Horizontal rim of bowl with upturned lip and vertical rouletting under rim on exterior. 
Well-levigated red fabric (10R 5/6) and red slip (10R 5/8) and rare small white stones. 
 
41. Cypriot Red Slip Form 8B rim Fig. X [Fix drawing] 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 32, pass 2, batch 22. 
P.L. 0.042 m.; Th. 0.010 m.; Diam. 0.220 m. 
Horizontal rim of a bowl with a hook at edge of rim, groove on rim, and vertical rouletting under 
rim.  
Well-levigated reddish yellow fabric (5YR 6/8) and a red slip (2.5YR 5/6) and occasional voids 
and small black stones. 
 
42. Cypriot Red Slip Form 8B Scan 18 
EF1.R05 Level 18 Pass 2 batch 68. 
P.L. 0.072 m; Th. 0.019 m.; Diam. 0.220 m. 
Horizontal rim with upturned end. 
Well-levigated orangish fabric (2.5YR 6/6) with an orangish slip (2.5YR 7/6), wheel ridging 
under rim on exterior and a few, small black stones. 
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Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 

Cypriot Red Slip Ware Form 11 is a large basin with two heavy horizontal handles. The exterior 
is irregularly ridged and has a thin slip that is usually only on the interior and the rim’s exterior. 
Meyza has suggested a subdivision to the form (H11A, H11B, H11C, and H11D) based on the 
thickness of the rim (Meyza 2007: 73–75). It is common in the Mediterranean and Hayes dates to 
the sixth and seventh centuries AD, while Meyza lowers its initial production date to the middle 
of the fifth century AD. (Hayes 1972: 383; Meyza 2007: 72). 

 

43. Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 31, level 1, batch 25.  
P.L. 0.053 m.; Th. 0.016 m.; Diam. 0.034 m. 
Slightly inturned vertical rim. 
Well-levigated, reddish fabric (10R 6/6) and a pale red slip (10R 5/8) and very little lime and few 
voids. 
 
44. Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 rim with handle Fig. X 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 31, pass 1, batch 44 
P.L. 0.117 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Diam. 0.280 m. 
Square folded over rim with notch under rim, a horizontal circular handle, and wheel-ridging on 
exterior.  
Light yellowish-brown fabric (2.5YR 6/4) with a worn light red slip (10R 7/6) and occasional 
small white and brown stones. 
 
45. Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 base Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 27. 
P.L. 0.078 m.; P.H. 0.029 m.; Th. 0.014 m.; Diam. ? 
Disc base of a basin with wheel ridging on exterior of wall  
Mottled light red fabric (2.5YR 7/6) with and faint traces of reddish slip, and occasional voids 
and few black stones. 
 
46. CRS form 11 rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 17. 
P.L. 0.086 m.; Th. 0.038 m.; Diam. 0.300 m. 
Folded over, thickened vertical rim of a basin. 
Mottled light red fabric (10R 6/6) with occasional white and brown stones. 
 
47. Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 rim Fig. X scan 25 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 64A. 
P.L. 0.100 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Diam. 0.250 m. 
Squarish, outturned rim of a basin with smashed carination line. 
Coarse reddish yellow fabric (5YR 6/6) and numerous small white stones. 
 
48. Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 rim Fig. X scan 25 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 64B. 
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P.L. 0.087 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Diam. 0.320 m. 
Thickened, rounded, vertical rim of a basin. 
Coarse light red fabric (2.5YR 6/6) and numerous small white stones. 
 
49. Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 handle Fig. X scan 34 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 505, batch 11. 
P.L. 0.039 m.; P.W. 0.027 m.; Th. 0.022 m. 
Ridged handle of a CRS basin or jug. 
Coarse reddish yellow fabric (5YR 7/6) with faint traces of slip, lime particles and occasional 
white and grey stones.  
 
50. Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 rim Fig. X scan 34 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 505, batch 16. 
P.L 0.078 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Diam. 0.340 m. 
Thickened rim of basin. 
Mottled light red fabric (2.5YR 6/6) with occasional void, lime, and white stones. 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 Polis Variation 

Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 Polis is a variation of CRS Form 11 characterized by a large, folded 
rim with a distinct groove on the outside of the vessel where the rim meets the body. It is similar 
in appearance to a CRS11 example from Anemurium, and there are few examples of this form on 
Cyprus (Caraher et al. 2013: 10). 

 

51. Cypriot Red Slip Form 11 Polis rim Fig. X Scan 18 

E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 32, pass 1, batch 57. 

P.L. 0.093 m.; Th. 0.018 m.; Diam. 0.370 m. 

A squared, folded over rim with notched groove under rim. 

Light red fabric (10R 7/8) with a light red slip (10R 7/6) and occasional voids and small white 
stones. 

 

Cypriot Red Slip Well-Form 

CRS Well-form is characterized by a rolled rim that is grooved on the interior and Meyza dates it 
to the sixth and seventh centuries (Williams 1989: 34; Meyza 2007:79–80) though Armstrong 
has argued for a later date of the eight and even ninth century AD (Armstrong 2009: 174–178; 
Bes 2015: 90–92). 

 
52. Cypriot Red Slip well-form Scan 22-10 
E.F1:R05, 1988, level 12, pass 3 
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P.W. 0.071 m.; Th. 0.010 m.; Diam. 0.270 m. 
Rolled in rim with groove on interior. 
Reddish fabric (7.5YR 6/4) and reddish slip (10R 5/6) with a few small black stones. 
 

Cypriot Red Slip Stamps 

 

53. PO 160 – cross Scan 22-1 
P.H. 0.032 m.; P.W. 0.038 m.; Cross H. 0.030 m.; Cross W. 0.022 m. 
4 pieces of Cypriot Red Slip join to form base with cross stamp composed of incised parallel 
lines. 
Brown fabric (7.5YR 5/2) with occasional small white stones. 
 
54. PO 141 – fishtailed cross Scan 2022-2 
P.H. 0.083 m.; P.W. 0.013 m.; Cross H. 0.022 m.; W. 0.023 m. 
Base of Cypriot Red Slip with cross stamp with fishtailed ends. 
Brown fabric (7.5YR 5/2) with occasional small white and brown stones. 
 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware (PHW) or (LRC) 

Waagé identified a group of wares with a reddish-brown to red fabric with a well-worn red slip 
as Late Roman C (LRC) ware. (Waagé 1933: 298–304; 1948: 51–52). When it was discovered 
that LRC was produced in Phocaea the ware was renamed as Phocaean Red Slip (PHW) (Mayet 
and Picon: 1986). Common decorations include rouletting, grooves, and a variety of stamps. 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 1 

Phocaean Red Slip Form 1 is shallow dish with vertical curved rim and dates to the late fourth to 
fifth century AD (Hayes 1972: 326-327). 

55. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 1 rim Scan 22-6 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, level 2, pass 3 
P.W. 0.025 m.; P.H. 0.017 m.; Th. 0.008 m.; Diam. 0.240 m. 
Vertical inturned thin rim flattened on interior. 
Orangish fabric (2.5YR 6/6) with occasional small, white stones. 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 2 

Phocaean Red Slip Form 2 is a shallow dish with a low foot and a flaring rim. It is very common 
in the Mediterranean and dates to the fifth century AD (Hayes 1972: 327–29; Williams 1992: 
47). 

56. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 2 rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 26, pass 1, batch 32. 
P.L. 0.066 m.; Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.360 m. 
Flared out rim of shallow bowl with faint rouletting on wall. 
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Semi-fine pink fabric (5YR 8/3) with burning and frequent voids and black stones. 
 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3  

Phocaean Red Slip Form 3 is a dish/bowl with a low foot and a flanged rim. It is very common in 
the Mediterranean and dates to the fifth through eighth centuries AD. Hayes subdivided this form 
into 8 subcategories (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H) based primarily on rim differences (Hayes 
1972: 329–38). 

57. PHW form 3 rim Fig. X scan 21 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 16, pass 5, batch 30. 
P.L. 0.032 m.; Th. 0.007 m.; Diam. 0.200 m. 
Vertical flanged rim of bowl. 
Well-levigated light yellowish brown fabric (2.5YR 6/4) with faint traces of a slip and rare small 
white and black stones. 
 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3A 

Form 3A is an uncommon find that has a tapering rim that forms a small lip on exterior. It can 
have rouletting on the rim of larger vessels and appears shortly before 450 AD (Hayes 1972: 
329, 337). 

58. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3A rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, level 502, batch 20. 
P.L. 0.094 m.; Th. 0.015 m.; Diam. 0.240 m. 
Thickened flanged rim. 
Well-levigated light red fabric (10R 6/8) with faint slip and frequent voids, black, and white 
stones. 
Cf. Hayes Agora #1251 
 
Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3B 

Form 3B has a tall vertical rim with a small flange at bottom and slightly bevelled at top. It is 
often decorated with rouletting or wavy combed lines. It first appears around the middle of the 
fifth century AD (Hayes 1972: 329, 337). 

59. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3B rim Scan 22-11 
E.F1:Q05 1989, level 4, pass 2.  
P.W. 0.061 m.; Th. 0.014 m.; Diam. 0.200 m. 
Outturned rim with flange. 
Orangish red fabric (10R 6/6) with reddish slip (10R 5/6) and occasional voids. 
Cf. LRP 67.4 
 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3C 
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Form 3C, which is usually a bowl, has a flattened or concave tall vertical rim. It is sometimes 
decorated with rouletted lines on exterior. It first appears around the middle of the fifth century  
AD (Hayes 1972: 329, 337). 

60. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3C rim Fig. X scan 33 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, Pass 1, batch 66 
P.L. 0.043; Th. 0.007 m.; Diam. 0.240 m. 
Vertical, flanged rim of a bowl. 
Semi-fine grained light red slip fabric (10R 7/6) with a worn red slip (10R 5/6) and occasional 
lime and white stones. 
 
Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3F 

Form 3F has a rolled rim with an offset where it meets wall. Some vessels have impressed 
rouletting on exterior. This form dates to the sixth century AD. (Hayes 1972: 331, 337). 

61. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3F rim Fig. X Scan18 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 32, pass 1, batch 58. 
P.L. 0.032 m.; Th. 0.007 m.; Diam. ? 
Thickened flanged rim. 
Well-levigated light red fabric (2.5YR 6/6) with a light red slip (10R 6/8) and occasional black 
stones. 
 
62. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3F rim Scan 22-7 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, level 12, pass 1, batch 31. 
P.W. 0.064 m.; Th. 0.016 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Flanged rim. 
Orangish fabric (2.5YR 5/8) with an orangish slip (2.5YR 5/6) and sparse small white stones. 
 
63. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3F rims Scan 22-9 
E.F1:Q06 1989, level 26, pass 1 batch 70 
PW 0.073 m.; Th. 0.015 m.; Diam. 0.250 m. 
3 joining pieces of flanged rim. 
Orangish fabric (5YR 6/3) with a thick reddish slip (10R 4/6) and occasional small white stones 
and voids. 
 
64. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 3F rim Fig. X scan 25 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 73. 
P.L. 0.058 m.; Th. 0.006 m.; Diam. 0.220 m. 
Vertical rim of bowl with flanged rim with rouletting on side of rim and a chamfered edge. 
Well-levigated light yellowish brown fabric (2.5YR 6/4) with reddish brown slip (2.5YR 5/3) 
and rare white stones. 
 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 4 

Phocaean Red Slip Form 4 is characterized by a thickened rim with a small flange and dates to 
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the mid fifth to md sixth century AD (Hayes 1972: 338-339). 

65. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 4 rim Scan 22-7 
E.F1:R05, 1988, level 11, pass 3. 
P.W. 0.063 m.; Th. 0.016; Diam. 0.300 m. 
Thickened flaring out rim with flanged top. 
Orangish fabric (2.5YR 5/8) with an orangish slip (2.5YR 6/4) and occasional brown and red 
stones. 

 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 7 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 7 is a relatively uncommon vessel with a small outturned rim  
with a top flange that dates to the late fifth and early sixth century A.D. (Hayes 1972: 341-342). 

66. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 7 base Scan 22-8 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, level 26, pass 1, batch 65. 
P.H. 0.031 m.; Th. 0.006 m.; Diam. 0.100 m. 
High, splayed out ringfoot. 
Orange fabric (5YR 6/4) with an orangish slip (2.5YR 5/6) and burning, with occasional small 
white stones. 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10  

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10 is a dish/bowl with a knobbed rim and dates to between the 
late sixth and middle seventh century AD. It is divided into three subdivisions (A, B, and C) 
based on rim differences (Hayes 1972: 343–46). 

67. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10 rim Fig. X scan 28 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 15, pass 2, batch 8. 
P.L. 0.039 m.; Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.270 m. 
Outurned rounded rim of bowl concave underneath rim. 
Well-levigated mottled light red fabric (10R 6/6) with light red slip slip (10R 7/6). 
 
68. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10 rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 4, pass 2, batch 4. 
P.L. 0.038 m.; Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Outurned rounded rim of bowl concave underneath rim. 
Well-levigated light red fabric (10R 6/6) with faint traces of reddish slip and occasional small 
white stones. 
 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10A  

Form 10A has a heavy rim that has a knobbed or squarish profile and dates to the late sixth or 
early seventh century AD (Hayes 1972: 343-346). 

69. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10A rim Scan 22-12 
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E.F1:R05 1988, level 6, pass 2 
P.L. 0.035 m.; Th. 0.010 m.; Diam. 0.230 m. 
Thickened, flaring out rounded rim 
Reddish orange fabric (5YR 6/4) with reddish orange slip (5YR 6/4) and occasional small white 
stones. 
 
70. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10A rim Scan 22-6 
E.F1:R05, 1988, level 11, pass 1 
P.W. 0.040 m.; Th. 0.023 m.; Diam. 0.340 m. 
Knobbed rim with groove on top. 
Coarse orangish fabric (5YR 6/4) with only faint traces of slip and numerous small white  and 
brown stones. 
 

Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10C 

Form 10C has an elongated rim that is flat or concave on top and dates to the early-mid seventh 
century AD (Hayes 1972: 343-346). 

71. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10C rim Scan 22-9 
E.F1:r05.1988 Level 3 Pass 1  
P.W. 0.052 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Diam. 0.270 m. 
Thickened outturned rim. 
Cf. LRP 71.13 
Reddish orange fabric (5YR 7/2) with mottled purplish slip on rim and orangish slip (2.5YR 6/6) 
on exterior and occasional small black stones. 
 
72. Phocaean Red Slip Ware Form 10 C rim Scan 22-9 
E.F1: R05, 1988, level 9, pass 2  
P.W. 0.084 m.; Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Outturned thickened rim. 
Orangish fabric (5YR 6/4) with reddish slip (2.5YR 6/6) and frequent small black and white 
stones. 
Cf. LRP 71.13 
 

Fine Ware: Medieval through Modern  

Cypriot Sgrafitto Ware 

Cypriot Sgraffito Ware is a fine ware produced in Cyprus at at the sites of Lemba, Enkomi, and 
Lapithos. It is characterized by a brown, green, and white glaze with an incised Sgraffito design 
(Papanikola-Bakirtzis 1993; Vroom 2005: 120–21). The most common shape is a carinated bowl 
with a ring foot and dates to between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries AD (Gregory 1993: 
163–67). A basic typology of twelve subcategories was created by Taylor and Megaw (Taylor 
and Megaw 1949: 1–13). 

Cypriot Sgrafitto Ware Group VI 
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This form is characterized by a yellowish glaze over a white slip with incised green lines in a 
fine, pinkish-buff fabric and dates to the fourteenth century AD (Megaw and Taylor 1949: 8-9; 
Gregory 2003: 287). 

73. Sgrafitto Group VI base Scan 22-8 
E.F1:Q06.1989, level 17, pass 2. 
P.H. 0.020 m.; P.W. 0.010 m.; Th. 0.013 m. 
Badly damaged ringfoot base. 
Buff fabric (5YR 6/4) with yellow glaze (5YR 7/6) over brown and grown paint with circular 
incised lines.  
Cf. group VI (Megaw) 14th century 
 

Kitchen Wares 

Cooking ware tends to be defined narrowly as any vessel exposed to heat during the cooking 
process (Riley 1979: 97–98), while kitchen wares are defined more broadly, as a vessel used in 
any stage of food preparation. At Polis, we are using the broader definition and the 
overwhelming majority of the kitchen wares analyzed are body sherds. While larger Cypriot 
cities, such as Kourion and Paphos, imported cooking wares from Italy, Egypt, and the Aegean 
(Hayes 1991: 78), the majority of the cooking wares at Polis were locally or regionally produced. 

Kitchen Ware: Cooking Ware, Roman 

Roman Kitchen Wares are characterized by their thin walls and brittle fabric. Comparanda from 
Cypriot sites includes - Paphos (Hayes 1991; Gabrieli and Merryweather 2002; Rowe 2004), 
Panayia Ematousa (Winther-Jacobsen 2006a), Kopetra (Rautman 2003), and Dhiorios (Catling 
1972), and PKAP (Moore and Olson 2014: 109-111). 

74. Roman Cooking Pot rim Scan 22-6 
E.F1:Q05.1989, level 504, batch 45. 
P.W. 0.035 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Flat horizontal rim with hook on exterior edge creating channel. 
Dark reddish fabric (10YR 5/2) with numerous small black stones. 
Cf. Paphos III. 33.5 1BC/1AD 
 
75. Roman Cooking Pot rim Fig X. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 34.  
P.L. 0.033 m.; Th. 0.007 m.; Diam. 0.240 m. 
Squarish, thickened outturned rim.  
Red fabric (10R 5/6) with numerous voids and white stones. 
 
76. Roman Cooking Pot rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 36. 
P.L. 0.031; Diam. 0.180; Th. 0.008. 
Squarish, thickened outturned rim. 
Discolored red fabric (2.5YR 5/6). Numerous voids, black, and white stones. 
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77. Roman cooking pot rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, batch 35. 
P.L. 0.081 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Diam. 0.180 m. 
Horizontal rim of a casserole.  
Coarse reddish brown fabric (2.5YR 5/4) with numerous voids, black, and white stones. 
 
78. Roman Cooking Pot rim Fig. X scan 28 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 32, pass 1, batch 23. 
P.L. 0.061 m.; Th. 0.009 m.; Diam. 0.120 m. 
Vertical, slightly outturned collar rim of a cooking pot.  
Coarse red fabric (2.5YR 4/6) with frequent lime and white stones. 
 
79. Roman casserole rim Fig X. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 503, batch 40. 
P.L. 0.083 m.; Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.340 m. 
Flaring out thickened rim.  
Coarse red fabric (2.5YR 5/6) with frequent, large black and small white stones. 
 
80. Roman casserole rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level, 503, batch 27 
P.L. 0.060 m.; Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.190 m. 
Rounded horizontal rim of a casserole. 
Coarse light red fabric (10R 6/6) with occasional white and black stones. 
 
81. Roman casserole rim and handle Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 503, batch 28. 
Rim P.L. 0.067 m.; Rim Th. 0.014 m.; Diam. 0.180 m.; Handle W. 0.017 m.; Handle Th. 0.007 
m. 
Horizontal rim of shallow casserole with bifed strap handle. 
Coarse reddish brown fabric (2.5YR 4/4) with frequent voids, white, and black stones. 
Cf. Hayes Paphos III, fig. XXXV, #2. 
 
82. Roman Frying Pan Handle 
E.F1.R05, 1988, Level 7 Pass 3 Batch31 Scan 29. 
P.L. 0.106 m.; Handle W. 0.027 m.; Handle Th. 0.011 m. 
Folded over handle with rim. 
Reddish fabric (10R 5/8) with occasional small, white stones 
Cf. Paphos III - #4009, 36.3 
 

Kitchen Ware: Cooking Ware, Late Roman 

83. Late Roman Cooking Pot Rim Scan 22-7 
E.F1:R05, 1988, Level 32, Pass 2. 
P.W. 0.043 m.; Diam. 0.280 m. 
Flat, horizontal rim thickened on exterior with shallow grooves on rim. 
Reddish orange fabric (7.5YR 7/3) with occasional small white stones and rouletting on exterior 
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wall. 
 
84. Late Roman Cooking Pot rim Fig. X. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 42. 
P.L. 0.037 m.; Th. 0.008 m.; Diam. 0.200 m. 
Vertical, thickened collar rim of a cooking pot. 
Coarse red fabric (2.5YR 4/6) with numerous voids, black and white stones. 
 
85. Late Roman cooking pot rim Fig. X scan 24 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 47C. 
P.L.0.064 m.; Th. 0.016 m.; Diam. 0.140 m. 
Triangular horizontal rim of cooking pot. 
Coarse, burnt orange fabric (2.5YR 8/4) with frequent brown and black stones. 
 
86. Late Roman casserole rim Fig. X scan 24 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 47A 
P.L. 0.064 m., Th. 0.019 m.; Diam. 0.100 m. 
Outturned, horizontal, drooping rim.  
Coarse dark reddish gray fabric (10R 4/1) with frequent lime, and numerous small, black stones. 
 
87. Late Roman casserole rim Fig. X scan 24 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 47B. 
P.L. 0.055 m.; Th. 0.006 m.; Diam. 0.240 m. 
Horizontal, thickened rim of shallow casserole. 
Coarse red fabric (2.5YR 5/6) with numerous, large, red stones. 
 
88. Late Roman casserole rim with handle Fig. X scan 28 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 32, pass 1, batch 25. 
P.L. 0.069 m.; Rim Th. 0.007 m.; Handle W. 0.021 m.; Handle Th. 0.012 m.; Diam. 0.260 m. 
Outturned horizontal handle of a casserole with vertical strap handle. 
Coarse dark reddish gray fabric (10R 4/1) with frequent voids, and brown and red stones. 
 

Kitchen Ware: Dhiorios Cooking wares 

At the ancient site of Mersineri in northwestern Cyprus on the Krommyon Peninsula, two miles 
west of the village of Dhiorios, a rescue excavation documented a pottery factory dating to the 
seventh and eighth centuries AD. This site manufactured cooking ware that has been discovered 
across Cyprus and in the Levant. The ware is characterized by a thin, wheel-ridged body that 
contained a grit temper. The most common design was a cooking pot with sloping shoulders, a 
wheel-ridged body, and two vertical strap handles. The next most common vessel was a deep 
casserole with two horizontal loop handles. The third design was a small frying pan with a 
double handle made of two clay strips. (Catling 1972: 1–82; Lund 2002). 

 

89. Dhiorios Rim 
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E.F1:R05 Level 7 Pass 3. 
P.H. 0.086 m.; P.W. 0.087 m., Rim Th. 0.005 m., Diam. 0.150 m.  
Rolled out horizontal rim with some encrusting. 
Orange fabric (10R 5/4) with spiral grooving and some small inclusions. 
Cf. Catling, P400. 
 
90. Late Roman frying pan rim and handle Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 503, batch 43. 
P.L. 0.100 m.; P.W. 0.025 m.; Th. 0.021 m.; Diam. 0.150 m.. 
Folded over handle and rim of a frying pan. 
Coarse red fabric (10R 4/8) with frequent lime and white stones.  
Comparanda? 
 
91. Late Roman Frying Pan handle Fig. X scan 28 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 32, pass 1, batch 26.  
P.L. 0.112; W. 0.025; Th. 0.024 m. 
Solid round handle of frying pan with turned down end.  
Red fabric (10R 4/6) with burning towards end, occasional voids and lime.  
Cf. Rowe Fig. 78, #8. 
 
92. Cooking ware, Late Roman handle – lid handle? Scan 22-11 
E.F1:Q05.1989, level 17, pass 2 
P.W. 0.054 m.; P.H. 0.032 m.; Handle W. 0.014 m.; Handle Th. 0.011 m. 
Curved handle over concave base. 
Blackish fabric (7.5YR 4/2) with occasional small white and brown stones. 
 

Transport Wares 

With the exception of fine wares, amphorae have typically received more attention from 
archaeologists than other classes of ceramics. Since amphorae were used for transporting goods 
(both liquid and dry), they provide valuable insight into commerce, on both a local and global 
scale. In recent years, quantification methods (Riley 1975: 25–63; Fulford and Peacock 1984) 
and scientific analyses (Williams 1982: 99–110) have expanded researchers’ ability to 
understand both the amphora’s contents, as well as its economic contribution. 

 

Transport Ware: Amphora, Ancient-Historic 

93. Ancient to Historic Amphora handle Fig X. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 40. 
P.L. 0.101 m.; P.W. 0.031 m.; Th. 0.021 m. 
Solid oval handle.  
Coarse very pale brown fabric (10YR 8/2) with occasional lime and numerous black stones.  
 
94. Ancient to Historic Amphora toe Fig. X 
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E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 503, batch 20. 
P.L. 0.054 m.; Diam. 0.040 m. 
Solid conical toe of an amphora.  
Coarse pale yellow fabric (2.5Y 8/6) with numerous black and white stones. 
 

Transport Ware: Amphorae, Roman to Late Roman  

95. Roman amphora rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 503, batch 25. 
P.L. 0.045 m.; Th. 0.016 m.; Diam. 0.100 m. 
Coarse light red fabric (10R 6/8) with numerous lime, white, and brown stones. 
 
96. Roman Amphora Handle 
E.F1:R05, 1988, Level 7 Pass 2. 
P.L. 0.050 m.; P.W. 0.028 m.; Th. 0.025 m. 
Handle with two ridges. 
Orange fabric (5YR 6/4) with small black inclusions.  
 

Late Roman 1 Amphora 

(Also known as British Bii, Ballana 6, Kuzmanov XIII, Scorpan 8B, Carthage LR Amphora 1, 
Benghazi LR Amphora 1, and Keay LIII) 

Late Roman 1 Amphora was one of the most widely traded amphorae of the fourth to seventh 
centuries AD in Ancient World, with examples known from the eastern Mediterranean to 
northern Europe, including Britain and Ireland (Williams 2005: 613). The discovery of 
production sites in southern Turkey and along the southern Cypriot coast (Zygi, Paphos and 
perhaps Amathous) (Demesticha 2003: 470; Elton 2005: 691–93) has helped demonstrate the 
widespread production of this vessel. They are typically associated with olive oil and wine 
production (Peacock and Williams 1986: 185–87, Manning 2002: 42; Rautman 2003: 168–69). 
and are characterized by thin walls with ridging that narrows at both the base and the shoulder, a  
thick rim, and two twisting handles (Peacock and Williams 1986: 185–87, Elton 2005: 691). 

 
97. Late Roman 1 Amphora handle Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 16.  
P.L. 0.128; P.W. 0.034; Th. 0.026 m. 
Oval ridged handle of amphora. 
Coarse light red fabric (2.5YR 6/8) with numerous small black stones.  
LR1/C [get full reference]. 
 
98. Late Roman 1 Amphora handle Fig X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 15.  
P.L. 0.112 m.; P.W. 0.033 m.; Th. 0.026 m. 
Ridged, oval amphora handle. 
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Coarse red fabric (10R 5/6) with numerous Black and white stones. 
 
99. Late Roman 1 Amphora handle Fig. X scan 25 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 30. 
P.L. 0.059 m.; P.W. 0.038 m.; Th. 0.021 m. 
Oval handle with twisted ridge running longitudinally. 
Coarse reddish yellow fabric (5YR 7/6) with numerous white and brown stones. 
 
100. Late Roman 1 Amphora rim and handle Fig. X scan 24 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 32.  
P.L. 0.084 m.; P.W. 0.038 m.; Th. 0.033 m.; Diam. ? 
Outturned rim with oval handle with twisting ridges. 
Coarse light red fabric (2.5YR 6/6) with frequent lime and numerous voids, and white stones. 
 
101. Late Roman 1 Amphora handle Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 506, batch 1. 
P.L. 0.054 m.; P.W. 0.046 m.; Th. = 0.028 m. 
Oval ridged handle of amphora. 
Coarse light gray fabric (5Y 7/1). Overfired with some lime, and numerous, large, black, and 
white stones. Type 4 (1). End of 6th century. Demestcha 2003. 
 
102. Late Roman 1 Amphora rim Fig. X. scan 25 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 28, pass 1, batch 43.  
P.L. 0.058 m.; Th. 0.014 m.; Diam. 0.010 m. 
Outward rolled amphora rim. 
Coarse, burnt light red fabric (10R 7/8) with frequent small black and white stones. 
 
103. Late Roman 1 Amphora rim with handles - PO 145 
W. 0.038 m., Th. 0.030 m.; Diam. 0.080 m. 
Rolled out rim with two grooved handles. 
Buff fabric (2.5Y 7/2) with voids and frequent small white and brown stones. Neck filled with 
concretion. 
 
104. Late Roman 1/B Amphora handle Fig. X scan 17 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 15, pass 2, batch 9. 
P.L. 0.069 m.; W. 0.033 m.; Th. 0.026 m. 
Grooved and twisted handle of amphora with two small ridges. 
Coarse reddish yellow fabric (5YR 7/8) with frequent red and black stones. 
 
105. Late Roman 1/B Amphora handle Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 4, pass 2, batch 2. 
P.L. 0.048 m.; W. 0.034 m.; Th. 0.026 m. 
Oval handle with a deep central groove. 
Coarse brown fabric (7.5Y 6/4) with frequent black stones 
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Late Roman 2 Amphora  

(Also known as British Bi, Kuzmanov XIX, Scorpan 7A, Carthage LR amphora 2, Benghazi LR 
amphora 2, Keay LXV)  

This amphora is identified by its large globular body with a small knobbed base, deep horizontal 
ridging, and two small handles. Late Roman 2 Amphora date from the fourth century to the early 
seventh century AD. Widely traded throughout the Ancient World, it was most likely 
manufactured in the Aegean and Black Sea region (Peacock and Williams 1986: 18284; 
Manning 2002: 42; Rautman 2003: 171). 

 
106. Late Roman 2 Handle 
E.F1.R05, 1988, Level 19, Pass 1, Batch 24 Scan 22 
PL 0.064 m.; Th. 0.018 m.; W. 0.025 m.  
Handle with one central groove.  
Dark reddish fabric (10R 5/8) with frequent white and red stones. 
 
 
Late Roman 3 Amphora  

(Also known as Ballana 13a, Benghazi Late Roman Amphora 10, British B4, Carthage Late 
Roman Amphora 3, Kuzmanov 7, Peacock & Williams 45, Scorpan 5, Zeest 95) 

It is characterized by a long narrow neck, rounded shoulders, and a solid toe a highly micaceous 
fabric. Most likely manufactured in Asia Minor, it dates from the first to sixth centuries AD, with 
one-handled versions dating to the first to fourth centuries AD, and its two-handled version 
dating to the fourth to sixth centuries AD. While it is found throughout the Mediterranean, it is 
not a common find on Cyprus (Peacock and Williams 1986: 188–90; Heath and Tekkök 2006–
2009). 

 
107. Late Roman Amphora 3 Scan 29 
E.F1.Q06, 1989 Level 26 Pass 1, Batch 11. 
PH 0.081 m., HW 0.024 m., Handle Th. 0.014 m., Rim Diam. 0.028 m. 
Rim with 2 small, curved handles that join below rim. 
Buff fabric (2.5YR 5/8) with voids and small white stones. 
 

Late Roman 5 Amphora  

(Also known as Kellia 187, Palestinian bag-shaped, Peacock and Williams 46, Pieri 1A, Pieri 
2A, Pieri 3, Pieri 4A, Pieri 4B, Pieri 4D) 

Actually produced throughout the Roman and Late Roman periods, Late Roman 5 amphora are 
characterized by two ring or loop handles that attach at the shoulders of a globular body with 
wheel ridged decoration (Reynolds 2005: 573-575) 
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108. Late Roman 5 Amphora handle Fig. X scan 17 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 21, pass 2, batch 26.  
P.L. 0.098 m.; W. 0.035 m.; Th. 0.026 m. 
Twisted handle of an amphora with two deep grooves. 
Coarse pink fabric (10R 8.3) with frequent lime, brown, and orange stones. 
 
109. Late Roman 5 amphora handle Scan 22-10 
E.F1:R05.1988, level 12, pass 1 
P.H. 0.081 m.; P.W. 0.060 m.; Th. 0.010 m.; Handle W. 0.025 m.; Handle Th. 0.018 m. 
Ring handle attached to spirally grooved wall. 
Orange fabric (10YR 7/3 on exterior and 7.5YR 7/3 on interior) with a white wash and 
occasional lime, and small white, brown, and black stones. 
 

Pinched Handle Amphora  

(Also known as Mau XXVII-XXVIII, Agora G 199, Zemer 41, Mid Roman Amphora 4, Nea 
Paphos Type III, Cilician Type 1) 

It is characterized by two short, right angled handles that are pinched and grooved from the sides. 
Dating to the first to fourth centuries AD, the pinch handled amphora was manufactured in 
Rough Cilicia though some scholars still argue for additional production sites on Cyprus 
(Willams and Lund 2013: 156-157). 
 

110. Roman Pinched Handle Amphora handle Fig X. 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 21, pass 2, batch 23. 
P.L. 0.057 m.; W. 0.020 m.; Th. 0.020 m. 
Angular grooved handle of an amphora with pinched in sides. 
Coarse red fabric (2.5YR 5/6) with numerous white and brown stones. 
 
111. Roman Pinched Handle Amphora handle Fig X 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 20, pass 1, batch 16. 
P.L. 0.072 m.; W. 0.032 m.; Th. 0.028 m. 
Angular grooved handle of an amphora with pinched in sides. 
Coarse pale yellow fabric (2.5Y 7/3) with numerous black stones. 
 

Utility Wares 

112. Medium Coarse Roman rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 31. 
P.L. 0.079 m.; Th. 0.009 m.; Diam. 0.280 m. 
Thickened, squared, flaring rim of amphora. 
Coarse red fabric (10R 5/6) with numerous black, red, and white stones. 
 
113. Roman jug rim and handle Fig. X 
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E.F1.Q05, level 502, batch 11. 
P.L. 0.060 m.; Th. 0.013 m.; Handle W. 0.025 m.; Handle Th. 0.016 m.; Diam. 0.120 m. 
Rolled out rim with oval handle. 
Coarse reddish yellow fabric (5YR 7/6) with numerous black and brown stones. 
 
114. Late Roman Flask neck and handle Fig. X. Scan 3 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 26, pass 1, batch 46. 
P.H. 0.170 m.; Handle W. 0.022 m.; Diam. 0.050 m. 
Neck of a flagon with two strap handles that attach to a wheel ridged neck below an inturned 
vertical rim.  
Coarse reddish brown fabric (5YR 5/4) with a reddish brown slip (2.5YR 5/4) and occasional 
voids and flecks of silver mica. 
 
115. Late Roman cut stopper Fig. X. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 1. 
P.L. 0.086 m.; Th. 0.017 m.; Diam. 0.090 m. 
Cut stopper from Late Roman amphora.  
Coarse red (2.5YR 4/6). Numerous small, black and brown stones. 
 
116. Roman ungentaria toe Fig. X scan 21 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 21, pass 2, batch 32. 
P.H. 0.079 m. 
Pinched hollow ungentaria toe.  
Pale yellow fabric (2.5Y 7/4). Occasional flecks of mica.  
Cf. Hayes, Paphos III, 72.10. Anatolian 6th c. 
 

Utility Ware: Late Roman Basin 
Roman and Late Roman basins are deep bowls with steep, vertical sides and thick, heavy rims 
that are often decorated with incised lines or impressed designs (Williams 1992: 78–79).  

117. Late Roman basin rim. 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 31, pass 1, batch 43. 
P.L. 0.051 m.; Th. 0.020 m.; Diam. ? 
Thickened outturned horizontal rim of basin with pie crust decoration. 
Coarse pink fabric (10R 8/3). Frequent black and white stones. 
 

Utility Ware: Roman to Late Roman Pithos 

Pithoi (pithos = singular) are extremely large storage vessels that due to their size and lack of 
transportability, were manufactured on site by a local or travelling potter who specialized in their 
production (Sørensen and Winther-Jacobsen 2006: 290–91; London 1990: 69–79). 
Unfortunately, this means that pithoi are not well-documented, particularly for Cyprus, and 
typologies for them are brief. They are, however, easily recognizable by their very coarse fabric, 
thick walls, and large, heavy rims (Rautman 2003: 176). Documented examples of Roman and 
Late Roman pithoi on Cyprus include Dhiorios (Catling 1972), Kalavasas-Kopetra (Rautman 
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2003: 203-206), Kourion (Leonard 1987: 80–116), Maroni-Petra (Manning 2002: 54-55), 
Panayia-Ematousa (Sørenson and Jacobsen 2006: 290-300), and Pyla-Koutsopetria (Caraher et al 
2014: 142) 

118. Roman Pithos rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, batch 22. 
P.L. 0.094 m.; Th. 0.034 m.; Diam. 0.200 m. 
Vertical triangular rim. 
Coarse pink fabric (2.5Y 8/3). Numerous large, black, brown, red, and white stones. 
 
119. Roman Pithos lid with handle Fig. X scan 21 
E.F1.Q06, 1989, level 16, pass 1, batch 35. 
P.L. 0.122 m.; Th. 0.018 m.; Diam. ? 
Horizontal lid of pithos with two sets of circular grooves around handle join. 
Coarse brown fabric (7.5Y 6/4). Frequent voids and red stones. 
 
120. Roman Pithos rim. Fig. X scan 32 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 28, pass 1, batch 3. 
P.L. 0.136 m.; Th. 0.036 m.; Diam. 0.280 m. 
Triangular rim with pie crust style decoration and wavy line. 
Coarse light brown fabric (7.5YR 6/4). Numerous, large black and brown stones. 
 
121. Roman pithos handle and rim Fig. X 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 18, pass 2, batch 46. 
P.L. 0.310 m.; Rim Th. 0.048 m.; Handle W. 0.059 m.; Handle Th. 0.036 m.; Top Handle L. 
0.085 m.; Lower Handle segment 0.142 m.; Rim Diam. ? 
Triangular rounded rim of a pithos. Square, angular handle decorated by an encircled, impressed 
cross on top segment and an impressed cross on bottom segment.  
Coarse white fabric (2.5Y 8/1). Frequent large black and brown stones. 
 

Utility Ware: Medieval Coarse Ware 
Tim Gregory developed a typology for later Cypriot coarse wares that were characterized by a 
brown or red fabric that is similar to the modern ceramics manufactured at Kornos. These wares 
are broadly dated to between the late Medieval and Modern periods (Moore and Olson: 2014: 
120-121). Our sherds only came from Cypriot W4 which is characterized by a dark brown fabric 
with numerous black stones. 

122. W4 flat base Scan 22-10 
E.F1:R05.1988, level 13, Pass 3  
P.H. 0.035 m.; Th. 0.021 m.; Diam. 0.190 m. 
Coarse dark brown fabric (5YR 6/4 on interior and 2.5Y 6/2 on exterior) with frequent voids, 
black, white, and brown stones. 

 

Roof Tiles  
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123. Ancient to Historic Pan Tile edge Fig X. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, batch 3. 
P.L. 0.091 m.; P.H. 0.045 m.; Th. 0.018 m. 
Rounded vertical edge of a pan tile. 
Pale yellow fabric (2.5 Y 7/3) with a yellow slip (10YR 8/6). Numerous red, white, and brown 
stones. 
 
124. Pan Tile, Ancient to Historic (Not drawn) 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 7. 
P.L. 0.054 m.; P.W. 0.046 m.; P.H. 0.028 m. 
Edge of pan tile. 
Overfired light gray fabric (5YR 7/1). Numerous large, black and white stones with occasional 
lime. 
 

Tile: Roman Tiles 
Three categories of roof tiles are common on Cyprus in the Roman and Late Roman periods 
(Rautman 2003: 177–78). They include: a small Corinthian style pan tile manufactured near 
Salamis (Rautman 2003: 178; Hadjichristophi 1989: 877, type II ); a larger Corinthian style pan 
tile with an unridged cover tile, manufactured in the Vasilikos Valley and other sites (Rautman 
2003: 178); and a Laconian pan tile with a curved cover tile (Rautman 2003: 177–78). 

125. Roman pan tile edge Fig. 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 501, batch 2. 
P.L. 0.104 m.; Th. 0.028 m.; Edge Th. 0.034 m. 
Edge of Roman pan tile with finger swipe on bottom. 
Coarse red fabric (2.5YR 5/6). Numerous, large black stones and some voids. 
 
126. Roman Pan Tile edge Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, batch 1. 
P.L. 0.117 m.; P.H. 0.042 m.; Th. 0.024 m. 
Curved edge of a pan tile. 
Light reddish brown fabric (2.5YR 6/3) with burning. Numerous small red stones with 
occasional white stones. 
 
127. Edge of Roman pan tile Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 502, batch 46.  
P.L. 0.134 m.; P.W. 0.087 m.; P.H. 0.057 m. 
Edge of Roman pan tile with raised edge in corner.  
Coarse pale yellow fabric (2.5Y 8/2). Numerous red and white stones. 
 

Tile: Late Roman Tile  

128. Late Roman Tile, Stamped Scan 22-14 
E.F1: Q06, 1989, Level 7, Pass 1 R4639, AT11 
P.L 0.130 m.; Th. 0.019 m.; Stamp Diam. 0.058 m. 
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Roof tile with stamp of cross or leaf. Design has two arms with multiple branches. 
Dark brown fabric (7.5 YR 5/4) with numerous voids, black, red, gray, and white stones. 
 

Roman Waterpipe 

129. Roman Waterpipe rim Fig. X 
E.F1.Q05, 1989, level 504, batch 11. 
P.L. 0.079 m.; Th. 0.011 m.; Diam. 0.380 m. 
Thickened vertical rim of a water pipe with wheel ridging. 
Very pale brown fabric (10YR 7/3). Numerous lime, voids, and black stones. 
 
130. Roman Water pipe rim Fig. X scan 34 
EF.1.Q05, 1989, level 505, batch 2.  
P.L. 0.115; Th. 0.028 m.; Diam. 0.140 m. 
Horizontal rim of a water pipe. Wheel ridging on interior. 
Coarse very pale brown fabric (10YR 8/2). Lime, large black and brown stones. 
 

Lamps  
Oil lamps served several purposes in the Ancient World, from the lighting of interiors, to usage 
in ceremonies, and as votive offerings. As a result, there are many a vast number of styles of oil 
lamps and a numerous typologies have been created to provide assistance in identification 
(Hayes 1980: 1-2).  

Lamps: Roman to Late Roman Lamps 

131. PO86 LA86 R5815 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/d151b9a2-eb5f-481b-994f-
becd90fc37ae  

E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 506 
L. 0.091 m.; W. 0.074 m.; H. 0.039 m. 
Complete elongated piriform type lamp.  
Fine, whitish buff fabric (2.5Y 8/3) with small black inclusions. Very think walls. Rough 
inscribed circle on base, raised set of double Center of disk has seventeen lines while exterior has 
seventeen on left and thirteen on right. Burning around nozzle.  
Cf. Salamis 7, no. 777; Laflı (2005), no. 10 and 11.  
 
132. LA51 R4150 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/48af0194-96ac-4fb1-99f7-7a0933ff4974 
E.F1:R05Extension, 1988, Level 14, Pass 1 
P.L. 0.056 m.; P.W. 0.027 m.; Th. 0.003 m.; Ph. 0.043 m. 
Pinched lug handle with shoulder decorated with 7 raised lines and two parallel lines. 
Brown fabric (7.5YR 7/4) with occasional small black and brown stones. 
 
133. LA52 R4196 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/da49a7b3-5d71-45c0-b725-91fc9eca58f0 
EF1:R05Extension, 1988, Level 19, Pass 2 
P.L. 0.064 m.; Th. 0.009 m. 
Short pyramidal lug handle decorated with a six-sided star design enclosed in circle with circles 
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at each star tip. 
Brownish fabric (10YR 6/2) whose surface is very worn, with numerous lime particles, large 
white and small black stones. 
Cf. Salamis VII, nos. 798-801, type 19, series 5, 4-6AD 
 
134. LA56 R5536 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/af4dfb47-c575-42b0-a7d7-162fd9e08861 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 16, Pass 2 
PL=0.030 m. 
Shoulder fragment and part of wick hole decorated with 6 raised lines 
Fine pink orange buff fabric (7.5YR 7/6) with some burning around wick hole and small black 
and white stones 
 
135. LA60 R3200 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/9c59d6e2-1b47-4410-8192-47e6fd6fd191 
E.F1:R05Extension, 1988, Level 18, Pass 2 
P.L. 0.047 m.; P.W. 0.032 m.; H. 0.021 m. Th. 0.004 m. 
Shoulder and body fragment with no decoration or molding, sharp carination  
Fine light salmon pink fabric (7.5YR 7/6) with sparse large white stones and large lime particles  
Cf. Salamis VII 880? 885? 
 
136. LA 61 R3272 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/85af4f5b-13b2-4b2e-b54f-21bb67197cef 
E.F1:R05Extension, 1988, Level 18, Pass 2 
P.L. 0.035 m.; P.H. 0.020 m. 
Stump of lamp handle, probably Byzantine 
Fine brick red fabric (10R 5/6) with light brown slip (2.5YR 4/4) with some lime and small white 
stones. 
Cf. Salamis VII 887, 889, 890 
 
137. LA64 R3862 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/17805937-43d2-4c18-9519-a8b74015d2f0  
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 2, Pass 4 
P.L. 0.054 m.; P.W. 0.020 m.; P.H. 0.010 m. 
Lamp disc base with a fingerprint inside and 4 fingerprints impressed on underside 
 Brownish black fabric (7.5YR 5/4) with dull exterior and faint traces of brownish orange slip on 
top.  
 
138. LA70 R4954 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/3d6d9339-90a8-4350-b787-9f8cad48cc29 
E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 4, Pass 2 
P.L. 0.051 m.; P.W. 0.018 m.; P.H. 0.020 m; Th. 0.004 m. 
Shoulder fragment with raised circle decoration,  
Very fine orange buff fabric (7.5YR 6/4) with small white and black stones. 
 
139. LA75 R5387 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/ace22d40-ac2e-4cd7-b1eb-e77fd351f443 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 14, Pass 1 
P.L. 0.190 m.; P.W. 0.023 m.; P.H. 0.023 m.; Th. 0.005 m.  
Fragment of a fill hole and nozzle decorated with cornucopia with tongue pattern filled with 
round fruit, ear of grain. 
Very fine pinkish tan fabric (5YR 7/6) with occasional small white stones. 
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140. LA77 R5389 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/5b60e43a-15b4-4f50-809f-be7166604695 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 14, Pass 1 
P.L. 0.034 m.; P.W. 0.023 m.; P.H. 0.047 m. 
Shoulder fragment of elongated Byzantine form decorated with very short parallel striations, 
almost like raised dots 
Very fine pinkish buff fabric (10YR 7/4) with occasional small white stones. 
Cf. Salamis VII, no. 779 (or 775) 
 
141. LA78 R5390 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/a43ae01e-c8b4-4111-afe0-2517c5099801 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 14, Pass 2 
P.L. 0.046 m.; P.W 0.024 m.; P.H. 0.079 m. 
Shoulder fragment decorated with scroll with five-pointed flower, trapezoidal object with raised 
dots, two lines bisecting center. 
Very fine pinkish tan fabric (5YR 7/6) and no inclusions.  
For fabric and style, cf LA75 
 
142. LA79 R4956 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/97ca72c3-1d90-4ff9-80bf-b901b1e95897 
E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 5, Pass 1 
P.H. 0.012 m.; Diam 0.050 m. 
Shoulder and disc fragment of crude and sparsely decorated Byzantine round lamp decorated 
with two concentric circles in middle, traces of impressed dots, two parallel lines radiating 
Fine orange pink fabric (10YR 7/3) with exterior pinkish buff slip or self-slip 
Cf. Salamine VII no, 8646 
 
143. LA 81.1 R 5537.1 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/54fab936-0641-47b6-804e-
75585616e5a9 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 16, Pass 3 
P.L. 0.039 m.; P.W. 0.023 m.; P.H. 0.065 m. 
Shoulder fragment of elongated piriform Byzantine type decorated with 4 leaflike raised lines 
Fine pinkish buff fabric (7.5YR 6/4) with frequent small black inclusions. 
 
144. LA81.2 R5537.2 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/9f70e1d3-b331-404b-84da-
dc6072030293 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 16, Pass 3 
P.L. 0.024 m.; P.W. 0.017 m.; P.H. 0.025 m.  
Shoulder fragment including ca. ½ at open nozzle 
Fine brick red fabric (5YR 5/4) with small white inclusions. 
 
145. LA82 R5538 – no drawing - https://opencontext.org/subjects/4aa02b5a-3ced-4af0-98ed-
fe86b1697359 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 16, Pass 4 
P.L. 0.025 m.; P.W. 0.0121 m.; P.H. 0.018 m. 
Open nozzle fragment, very similar to LA 81.2, but not joining 
Buff fabric (5YR 5/8) with occasional small, white stones. 
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146. LA 88 R5954 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/2d1e0d3b-1cf6-4082-929e-8f44aeb2799e 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 26, Pass 1 
P.L. 0.049 m.; P.W. 0.032 m.; P.H. 0.020 m.  
Shoulder fragment decorated with 5 lines on side circular concentric circles 
Medium grain, pinkish buff fabric (7.5YR 7/4 ) with numerous small red and white inclusions, 
surface badly flaked, and burning on end. 
 
147. LA89 R5957 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/ab8012c7-86af-4406-a055-ab1c74dbc70c 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 26, Pass 1 
P.L. 0.028 m.; P.W. 0.026 m.; P.H. 0.021 m.  
Fragment of burned Roman anchor type nozzle 
Fine brownish fabric (7.5YR 6/4) with darkish red orange slip (5YR 6/4) with mica. 
 
148. LA90 R5958 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/034ab502-ef41-4cd1-8eaa-b80e227db1cf 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 26, Pass 1 (LA 90 and 94) 
PH=0.0389, PW=0.0446, PH=0.04,  
Rolled handle, slightly flattened on interior and body fragment with groove on top edge from late 
pitcher type (6th cent. Or later?) 
Extremely fine, beige fabric (10YR 6/4) with greenish-yellow tinged brown slip (5YR 5/1) 
which runs to level of carination,  
cf. Salamine VII 882 
 
149. LA93.1-2 R6227.1 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/0d554bc6-d641-4cac-8c00-
234fd888f8c5 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 21, Pass 2 
P.L. 0.070 m.; P.H. 0.025 m.; Th. 0.004 m. 
2 joining pieces 
Brownish fabric (5YR 6/6) with occasional small red stones. 
 
150. LA93.2 
R6227.2 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/564bb3ac-d5ec-4406-a4d5-c86b48b9019a  
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Level 21, Pass 2 
2 pieces join, P.L. 0.070 m.; P.W. 0.015 m.; P.H. 0.025 m.; Th. 0.004 m. 
2 joining pieces of a Byzantine piriform type 
Very fine pinkish beige fabric (5/YR 6/6) with occasional small red stones 
 
151. LA94 R 6231 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/2a3e8cd4-cc19-453c-a45b-58aa8cd036e1  
E.F1:Q06, 1989 
PL=0.0554, PW=0.0521, PH=0.0359  
Body and heavily burned spout fragment of Byzantine pitcher type (joins with LA90) 
Buff fabric (10YR 6/4) with occasional small lime and with a brown glaze (5YR 5/1) with drips 
running to base. 
Cf. Salamis 7, no. 882. 
 
152. LA 100 R 6892 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/0200321d-99c1-420d-8449-
4347e7485a7b 
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E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 3, Pass 3 
7.5YR 6/3 P.L. 0.032 m.; P.W. 0.023 m.; P.H. 0.012 m.; Th. 0.005 m. 
Lamp disc and shoulder fragment of late round type (5th cent?) decorated with two parallel lines 
with 4 raised dots between them, and 2 raised lines (Row of impressed dots flaked by impressed 
lines). 
Very fine pinkish beige fabric (7.5YR 6/3) with some burning and small white stones. Wick hole 
is burned, surface is cracked and flaked around disc. 
Cf. Pierides cat.  
 
153. LA101 R6893 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/a0bf43e5-d0fa-408b-b546-9654f49126ec  
E.F1:Q05, 1989, Pass 3 
P.L. 0.025 m.; P.W. 0.018 m.; P.H. 0.006 m. 
Shoulder fragment decorated with a cluster of raised dots and two round channels 
Very fine beige fabric (10YR 7/3) with faint traces of beige slip. 
Cf. Salamine VII nos 717 
 
154. LA102 R6901 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/94aa1fd9-45e8-4fd9-83f0-f6f5f46e6abe 
E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 21, Pass 2 
P.L. 0.025 m.; P.W. 0.021 m.; P.H. 0.076 m.; Th. 0.002 m. 
Shoulder fragment of Byzantine piriform lamp type with 7 raised lines and short raised hatchings 
decoration. 
Very fine pinkish beige fabric (5YR 6/6) with occasional small, black stones. 
 
155. LA103 R6902 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/00a3fbcc-5637-4e28-b8ea-b43bf35f2ad5 
E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 28, Pass 1 
P.L. 0.043 m.; P.W. 0.022 m.; P.H. 0.020 m.; Th. 0.004 m. 
Long nozzle frag. 
Very fine pinkish red fabric (2.5YR 4/3) with occasional lime and small black stones, and 
burning at wick hole  
Rom Byzantine pitcher-type? 
 
156. Late Roman Lamp handle Fig. X. 
E.F1.R05, 1988, level 18, pass 1, batch 5. 
L. 0.023 m.; W. 0.025 m.; Th. 0.011 m. 
Rounded handle of lamp with hole in center.  
Semi-fine very pale brown fabric (10YR 7/3). 
 
157. LA104 R6903 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/7878bbc2-3399-4013-ab8c-9f3a79619e91 
E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 31, Pass 1. 
P.L. 0.025 m.; P.W. 0.0285 m.; P.D. 0.010 m.; Th. 0.003 m. 
Raised rim and nozzle. 
Very fine greyish fabric (2.5Y 6/2) with mica and a brownish slip (2.5Y 5/1).  
 
158. LA105.1 R6904.1 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/a74c7304-437d-41f3-8d17-
257c8977e11a 
E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 32, Pass 1. 
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P.L. 0.033 m.; P.H. 0.020 m.; Th. 0.004 m. 
Lug handle with decoration. 
Fabric has some lime, with small black stones, and a raised circle decoration. 
 
159. LA105.2 R6904.2 - https://opencontext.org/subjects/3721ff1a-27c7-4497-9f1b-
a69fe1657bce 
E.F1:Q05, 1989, Level 32, Pass 1. 
P.L. 0.035 m.; P.W. 0.034 m.; P.H. 0.018 m.; Th. 0.003m. 
Pointed lug handle and shoulder frag. 
Very fine light pinkish beige fabric (7.YR 6/4) with burning and small white stones. 
Garland (8 raised dots) on shoulder. Around medallion there are hatchings (2 parallel lines). 
Similar to Salamine VII 732, etc. 
 

Stone Bowls 

160. Marble Bowl Rim Scan 22-19 
E.F1:Q05, 1994 R16204 Stray Find ST280 
P.H. 0.043 m.; Th. 0.014 m. 
Thickened, flaring out greyish (10Y 7/1 GLEY 1) marble bowl rim with groove on top. 
 
161. Marble Bowl Rim Scan 22-19 
E.F1: Q06, 1989 Level 26, Pass 1 
Find#257 NBIII, p. 114 R5966 ST101 
P.H. 0.031 m.; P.W. 0.031 m.; Th. 0.010 m. 
Thickened marble bowl rim.  
Grey (5Y 7/2) that is burnt on end and polished. 
 
162. Marble Bowl Rim Scan 22-19 
E.F1:Q06, 1989, Find 217 R4947 ST176 
P.H. 0.064 m.; P.W. 0.059 m. 
Thickened rim with handle lug that has groove on top. 
Grey (10Y 8/1 GLEY 1) marble rim. 
 
163. Limestone Base Scan 22-20 
R5552.1-2 ST96.1-2 Find#509 NBIII, p. 28. 
P.W. 0.110 m.; Th. 0.034 m. 
Dark grey (2.5Y 6/3) limestone disc base with beginnings of wall. 
 
164. Granite Base Scan 22-21 
R3271 ST 79 
P.H. 0.084 m.; Th. 0.030 m. 
Grey (5Y 5/1) granite disc base with beginnings of wall. 
 

Architectural Materials  
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165. Terracotta Molding Scan 22-13 
E.F1:Q05, 1989 Level 6, Pass 1 Find #67, WBI, p.104 AT19 
P.L. 0.152 m.; P.H. 0.062 m.; P.W. 0.073 m. 
Buff (2.5Y 7/3) fabric with frequent black stones. 

166. Hypocaust Tile Scan 22-13 
E.F1: Q05, 1989 NB III, p. 34 AT13 
H. 0.040 m.; P.W. 0.096 m.; Diam. 0.300 m. 
Broken hypocaust tile. 
Buff (10YR 6/3) fabric with frequent large black and white stones, and some voids. 

 

Coins 

Gold coin 

Other coin 


